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The purpose of thís study vras to provide information on the

operation of the conciliation process in teacher-school board collective

bargaining in Manitoba and on its use and effectiveness in resolvins

negotiation disputes, and to identify factors and conditions that

assisted andfox influenced the parties in reaching agreement aË the

conciliation stage.

ABSTRACT

specifically in terms related to teacher-school board collective bargain-

ing in Manitoba. rts use, effectiveness, legislation basis and the

bargaining setting in which it had to function \i/ere reviewed . This

examination and review was based upon the writer's experience with the

process in Manitoba and upon the views expressed by others in the

li-terature reviewed.

rdentification of assisting and/or influencing factors and

condítions rüas achieved through the use of a questionnaire. One member

from each of the teacher and school board negotiating committees involved

in Ëhe sixteen conciliations that resolved a negotiation dispute in 1969

\^7as requested to respond to a survey. On the basis of the ïesponse,

data was compiled, presented and analysed providing information on the

respondents, Ëhe conciliations, and the factors and conditions that

assisted and/ot influenced the parties in reaching agreemenr at concili-

ation.

The concilÍation process was examined in general terms and



settlement at corìciliation \.^Iere economic. Next came Dressures created

by the possibility of arbitration, and the assÍstance received from

conciliation officers and from l4TS and MAST staff officers. In addition

positive attiËudes towards settlement on the part. of the parties and

certain procedural factors were of assistance in reaching sett.lement.

No substantial difference \^Ias found in the factors perceived as being

of assistance by teacher-school board, urban-rura1, or experienced-

inexperienced negotiator respondents.

It was concluded that the most important factors influencins

Two recommendations were made. Since it appeared that the

ídent.ified influencing factors had a more general applicability, it was

recommended that the survey portion of this study be replicated for

another year using teacher-school board negotiation dísputes that were

resolved at conciliation. If possible, a replication should also be

made of negotiation disputes in the private sector to test the general

applicability of the identified factors. It was also recommended that

a study be made of teacher-school board negotiation disputes that failed

to resolve at concíliation. Determining the reasons for failine to

reach settlement at conciliation could contribute to improving concili-

ationrs effectiveness. Such a study could be based upon the factors

and conditions identified by this study.
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Many people today have some knowledge of collective bargainíng

if for no other reason than because of the publicity usually associated

with the success or failure of bargaining parties to reach agreemenE.

rncreasingly in an economy which is growing more and more inter-

dependent, public attention is focused on collective bargaining--on

negotiations, settlements, disputes, stríkes, lockouts, and arbitrations--

by the mass medj-a, by wríters and researchers, and by commentators and

specialists in a variety of disciplines. In the resultant volumes of

words however, one facet of the bargaining process has received little

more than passing aËtention. This is the conciliation process. Thís

lack of attention and sËudy would be understandable if conciliation were

little used and of dubious worth. rt is all the more surprising, in

Canada at 1east, because of the naËure of collective bargaining legísla-

tion.

While mediation of negotÍation disputes in the United SËates is

largely voluntary and in the United Kingdom extra-legal, a distÍnctive

characteristic of Canadian industrial relations law is the provision

for compulsory conciliation (Carrothers, lg6L, p. 9; trn/oods , L955,

p. 449). Not only must bargaining parties in most cases make use of

the machinery provided for conciliation of negotiation disputes, buË

also the use of this conciliation machinery has resulted in the peaceful

CHAPTER I

THE PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

I. INTRODUCTION



resolution of many of these disputes.' i^liËh Ëhe required use and the

apparenË effecËiveness of conciliation machinery to resolve interest

disputes, it would

of the process would be available in abundance. Such is not the case.

There exists a dearth of studies of the conciliation process, so that

knowledge of the process and how it works remains rargery esoteric.2

The relative lack of research on Ehe conciriation process in
generar is even more pronouced when specific bargaining groups are

considered. Research on the use and effectiveness of concíliation in
the public sector is virtually non-existenË. Admittedly collective
bargaining in the public sector on a widespread basis is comparaËively

seem that studíes and informaÈion on the dvnamics

recent, buË

collectively

school boards in western Canada for example, have bargained collectively
for over 20 years. Legíslation governing teacher-school board collective
bargaining in Manitoba has provided conciliation machinery since its
incepËion Ln L948. This machinery has been used by Manitobars teachers

some groups within the public sector have bargained

under legislated provisions for many years. Teachers and

and school boards over

1-E.G., The 1969 Annuar Rgor! of the Manitoba Department ofLabour indicated tfrat 76Fof-îË negotiatíon dispuËes rüere setËled inconciliatj_on and that an additionaL Lg% r¡rere settled without a workstoppage (p. 20)- The reporË also indicated that in most of theselatter cases there was further involvement by conciliaËion officers inbringing about settlements. The 1968 Annual Report indicated percenragesof. 73 and 25 respectively.

-some writers have suggested that even the initiated would behard pressed to explain why or how conciliation works in the success-ful resolution of disputes. see cole, r96L, p. 4g; Meyer, Lg5g-60,Editorrs footnote, p. 159.

Lhe years with considerable success in the



resolution of their negotiation disputes.3 
""a 

no studies

the use and effectiveness of concíliation in teacher-school

negotiations. This factor provided one of the maín reasons

taking the present study.

II. THE PURPOSE

The general purpose of Ëhis study v/as to provide some ínformation

on how Ehe conciliation process functioned in Ëeacher-school board

collecEive bargaining in Manitoba--a review of its use and effectiveness

in resolving teacher-school board negoËiaÈion dísputes.

The specific purpose of this study vras to identify factors and

conditions teacher and school board negotiators perceived as having

assisted and/or influenced them in resolving their dispute and reaching

agreement at conciliation. rn addiEion, the study was to determine

whether factors and conditions perceived as having assisted andfor

influenced settlement \,rere substantially the same for both teacher and

school board negotí-ators, for negoËiators in urban and rural areas, and

for experienced and inexperienced negotiators.

1

exist on

board

for under-

III. SOME LIMITS TO THE STUDY

Though iL was staËed earlier that there existed a general scarcity

of research on the use and effectiveness of the conciliation process, and

an almost total lack of study of the process in the public sector, Lo

remedy the situation in one additional study was considered impossible.

See ChapËer II, Section IIC.
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Similarly, though the need for study of the concíLiation process T¡/as

mosË apparent in Ëhe area of public sector collective bargaining, to

fu1fill the need in a single global study required either a study of

such mammoth proportions that it was puL beyond the reach of indivídual

resources, or a sEudy which treated the area so superficially that its

general usefulness \r7as put in doubt. Consequently, Ëhis study was

initially limited to the public sector and to one segment of it--teacher-

school board concíliations in Manitoba. The choice of teacher-school

board conciliations was made because of the group's lengthy ínvolvement

in collective bargaining under legislated provísions as compared to

other segments of the public sector, and because of the investígatorrs

knowledge and experience in the area gained Lhrough participation in

over one hundred teacher-school board conciliations during the past

eight years. The study was limíted to one province because varíations

in legislation, conciliation procedures, and general circumstances from

province to province might tend to invalidate any general conclusions,

or make the drawing of general conclusions impossible. ManÍtoba was

chosen because of the investigatorrs familiarity with the teacher-school

board conciliation process there and with avaílable sources of informa-

tion, and because the final method of resolving teacher-school board

negotiation disputes failing settlement at conciliation was by binding

arbitration.

A further limítation \^ras placed on this sEudy by restricting

the identification of facEors and conditions to conciliaËions arising

from disputes on the contents of L969 coLLective agreements. Irrhíle it

was considered highly desirable to identify factors and conditions which
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generally assisted and influenced partíes in their dÍspute resolutíon,

the possibility that circumstances surrounding negotiations varied from

one year to another, Lo the extent that one seË of factors might be

considered of assisEance and influence one year and a different seË

the next year, made it necessary to restrict the identification to a

single year. Once an ínitial identification of factors and conditions

r,^zas made its general applicability could be tesËed f or oËher years.

The year 1969 was chosen because it was t,he latest year for which all

teacher-school board negotiat.ions j-n the province v/ere completed.

Finally this study was limited to conciliations that successfully

resolved a teacher-school board negotiation dispute and resulted in

agreement on the contents of a collective agreemenl. Unsuccessful con-

ciliations, or those that did not resolve a negotiation dispute, \üere

ignored.

One writer (Phillips, 1956) has suggesËed however, that review

of concilialion should be based on cases that failed to settle since

the use of conciliation services did not necessarily mean the exislence

of a genuine dispute for no one really knew the intent of the partíes--

use of conciliation could be a genuine attempt to resolve a dispute or

an opportunity to publicize issues and grievances. The parties could

also have used conciliation as a rrceremonial" to relieve internal or

external political pressure (Kerr, L954, p.236), or to avoid the re-

sponsibilíty of conclud,ing an agreement around the table.4

-The ease of obtaining dispute resolution assistance may preclude
settlement at earlier stages. The machinery inÉry be made so readíly
available as to encourage j.ts use without fírsL expending every efforË Ëo
conclude an agreemenË without Lhird party intervention. See Zack, L970,
generally and p " 27L; Stevens, 1963, p" L24.
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Though the suggestion meríted attention because of the real

possibility of the misuse of conciliation services, it was considered

more appropriate to attempt to determine which factors and condiEions

contributed to successful resolution of disputes by using cases thaË

r,üere resolved successfully. Once factors and condiEions were identified

they could be used as a basis for anlysis of conciliation cases that

failed to settle. whích in turn could serve as furËher validation of

the factors and conditions or could lead to Ëheir modification. It

seemed more logical Ëo proceed from analysis of successes to analysis

of failuresrfor to accomplish the latter required some foreknowledge

of what conEributed to the former.

assumption upon which the achievement of the specific purpose of thís

study depended. It \¡/as assumed that teachers and school boards involved

in conciliation \.^rere a\.^/are of what factors and conditions assisted

and/or influenced them in reaching agreement aË ËhaE stage and could

identify them from a list of facËors and conditions. However, one

observation made in the literature surveyed suggested the possibility

that no ready ans\^7ers vrere avaj.lable to Ëhe question of what makes

conciliation work because the parËies themselves may not be conscious

of the factors and conditions that influenced and assisted them in

reaching agreement (Meyer, L959-60, Edítorrs footnote: p. 159). This

observation, though plausible, was rejecËed and the study proceeded on

the basis of its assumpËion. To have limited the study because of the

observation ¡vould have meanË accepting an underlying assumption that

the parties involved in conciliation were unconscious of its dynamics.

Experience did not warranË. accepting such a general assumptíon.

Along wiËh the stated limit.aËions there existed one major



There is a general recognition of the continuíng need for

effecËive disput.e resolution machinery in the co1lecËive bargainíng

process. Thís machinery usually Lakes the form of some meËhod of third

party intervention " Though intervention may take a number of forms, the

one of highest incidence in Canada is that of Lhe conciliation officer

(Task Force, L969, p" 168). Recent recommendations for encouraging

voluntary schemes of third party intervenÈion, for imposing state

conciliation officer services prior to direct economic action (strike

or lockout) being permitted the bargaining parties, and for emphasiz-

ing accommodaËive approaches as opposed Ëo normative ones throughouË

all stages of concilíation (Task Force,1969 ¡ pp" 168-69), will do

1ittle to reduce conflict if the intervention is ineffective" There

is an obvious need for research and study of the conciliation process

to provide knowledge for improving and increasing its effectiveness.

trnloods (f958) recognized this need years ago when he stated:

Inie need a clearer definition of the public interest, and
more careful analysis of the areas of dispute, their
causes, and the important influences which lead Lo agree-
ment or conflict. i^iith such knowledge the process of
accommodation might reach its maximum effectiveness (p " 385) ,

IV. NEED FOR THE STUDY

and

fo

more recently, the need \^ras recognLzed by Zack (L97A) with reference

the oublic sector when he L^irote:

Steps must be taken to insure that rnediation and fact-finding
do not become mere procedural formality, with the strike--
or threat of it--remaining as the final vreapon with l^rhich to
force agreement (p. 259).

Zack went on to indicate, "Of prime importance in minimLzLng tomorrowrs

turmoil is improving the effectiveness of the existing dispute-



settlement machinery'r (p. 26f)

This study \^/as a modest at,tempt to answer part of Ëhis need.

InformaËion on the use and effectiveness of conciliaËion and on factors

and conditions assisting and influencing the parties to sett.le is a

necessary basis for considering improvements to increase the effec-

Ëiveness of this one form of díspute-settlement machinery in one

segment of public-sector collective bargaining. The use of conciliation

officer services is the sole dispute-settlement machínery, short of

binding arbitration, open to teacher-school board negotiators in

I'Ianitoba. Settlement at arbiËralion however, is made by an outside

party and not by the parties themselves. Though the process settles

a dispute by providing a decision, iË is a moot point as Ëo whether

the process actually resolves the differences between the parties in

an interest disput.e, or simply postpones them for another day" It has

also been suggesËed that the process tends to break dovm if too frequently

used (Leiserson, 1951, p. f0). If this process continually does not

resolve the differences between the parties aË least to some leve1 of

their expectations, and does break down from overuse, turmoil will

certainly follow. To minimize Ëhis possibility, it becomes imperative

that conciliation machinery function at maximum effectiveness. This

study attempted to provide a contribution Ëowards achievement of this

level of functioning either of itself, or as a basis for additional

research.

As a rule, terms in this sËudy vüere gíven no special meaning

V. USE OF TERMS



but were used in a \ray generally accepted by those famílíar vrith

collectíve bargainíng. hihile thís section was not intended to provide

a glossary of collective bargaining terms, an explanation of some

terms as used in Ëhis study was requíred to avoid possible confusíon.

Arb'itration r¡/as resLricted to mean the process used by teachers

and school boards in Manitoba for final resoluËion of inLerest dispr'rËus.5

IË did not refer Ëo procedures used to resolve dísputes arísing out of

collective agreemenË administration whích also include arbitraËion as

the final method of resolution.

Concíliation vras restricted to mean the process of intervention

in a negotiation dispute by a conciliation officer who sought to bring

about agreemenË between the parties. It excluded the use of conciliation

boards, the second stage of conciliat.íon, which function to accornmodate

the parties, buL failing resolution of a dispute, resort to a normaEive

approach by reconunendíng terms of settlement. Mediatíon was used

synonymously with conciliatíon.

Theoretica1-1-y, the disLinction between conciliat.íon and mediaËion

depended upon the role assumed by the third party. A passíve role of

bringing the part,ies togeËher to keep them talking in a spirit of harmony

and co-operation was considered conciliation, A more act.íve role of

guidÍng the parËies by making suggestions for compromises and alternatives

was considered mediatíon.6 Today the use of one role or the oËher is

q"Eor a brief description of the procedures used in Manitoba
see Gordon, L969, pp. 11-13.

6_Even here there is some confusíon. Whí1e this dístinction is
generally accepted (See Kerr, L954-55, p. 236; Cole, L96L, p. 43;
Rehmus, 1965, p. LLg), the reverse has also been suggested (See
Leisersen, L95L, p, 9),
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largely a function of circumstances. The tvro roles overlap and are

senerallv inseoarable so that the words conciliation and mediation are

usually used interchangeably.

Another distinction between the t\^Io terms is sometimes made.

based not upon function, but upon the stage of intervention in a

dispute. The initial íntervention in a dispute by a third party is

usually ca11ed conciliation, while later intervention, such as that

possible following the report of a conciliation board or during a

sËrike or lockout, is often called mediation. This latter sËage of

intervention is ofEen dignified and increased in importance by the

use of high ranking government officials or 'routside experts". ldhat-

ever the case, and not detracting from the importance of interventj.on

at anv stâse- the function of the conciliator and the mediator is

substantially the same--that of assisting the parties to resolve their

dispute.

The development of the concepts of accommodative and normative

conciliaLion is generally ascribed to tr{oods (1958). Very simply,

accommodative conciliation is assisting the parties to help them to

decide for themselves, while normative conciliation is helping the

parties by deciding for them through the imposition or suggestion
1

-tor norms.

Machinery was used Ëo mean procedures.

Negotiatíon dispute. interest dispute and

1'While this explanation does injusËice to the distinction
developed by tr^Ioods, the concepts are not altogeEher unlike Meyer's
(1959-60) distinction between Lhe role of mediation and arbitration.

dispute were used
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ínterchangeably Ëo mean an impasse reached by the bargaining parties in

determining the substance of a collective agreement " Excluded were

disputes arising out of agreement admínistration, thaL is, grievances

arising from the meaning, interpretation, application or violation of

a collectíve agreement. These latter type of disputes do not generally

involve conciliation but are resolved through binding arbítration

failing resolution by Ëhe parties.

Teachgr in tteacher-school boardt \nras used to refer to a division

or local association (or committee thereof) of The Manitoba Teachers'

Society (MTS) which had been certified to bargain collectively on

behalf of all the teachers employed by a particular school division

or district. A teacher-school board negotiation dispute vlas thus a

dispuEe between a school division or district and the cerlified

bargaining agent for its teachers, which in all cases in the public

schools in Manitoba was a division. or local association of the MTS.

School board in 'teacher-school board' rrras used to refer to a

public school disLrict or division in Manitoba"

Urban l,üas inËerpreted to mean any area in Greater trrTinnipeg,

Brandon, Portage la Prairie, Dauphin, Flin Flon, Selkirk and Thompson.

Rural was interpreted to mean all areas in ÞIanitoba that v¡ere

not urban.

The remainder of this

In ChapËer II, an examination

Ehe statutory provisions for

VI. ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY

study \.{as organized ínto f ive chapters.

was made of conciliation and its basis;

teacher-school board conciliations in
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Manitoba and the nature of its operation: and the extent and effec-

ti-veness of past teacher-school board conciliations. In Chapter III,

the líLera.ture available on past studies and commentaries on the

conciliation process and conciliation officer functiorÌs vras revie\,/ed.

The survey instrument and its development, the source and collect.ion

of data and the method of its analysis were discussed in Chapter IV.

In Chapter V, the collecËed data was tabulated and analysed. Finally,

in Chapter VI , the study \^ras summarized, and the findings, conclusions,

implications and recommendations arísing from the study \^iere presented.



Conciliation has been variously referred to as "índustrial

diplomacy'r (Lester , L964, p. 480) , rrcatalysisrr (Meyer , L959-60, p. L65) ,

an ¡'essential componenL of compulsory collective bargaining" (Carrothers,

1961, pp. 10-11), an 'rintegral part of collecËive bargainingi' (Scevens,

L963, p. L23; Logan, L956, p" 80), a rrmeans for minimizing the conflict'Ì

and a 'rmethod of persuasionrr (hÏarren, 1954, p. 292), 'rinseparable from

collective bargaining...an integral part of dispute settlementir (cole,

Lg6L, p " 43), 'tthe most important of the devices we have for promoting

peaceful adjustment of dispuLes?r (Leiserson, 1951, p. 10), an art by

some (Meyer, L959-60) and a science by others (peters, 1955). I,rÌhile

varÍeties of descriptive terms of conciliation abound almost all have

accepted it as one of the most ímportant means of accommodating bargaining
1conflict, even though all do not agree on how it makes its greatest

contribution to dispute resolution (see Chapter III).

How it makes its contribution to the resolution of disputes

becomes important., for disputes there will always be. Kerr (L954-55)

sees conflict as ínherent to the labour-management relationship--because

CHAPTER II

THE CONCILIATION PROCESS

I. CONCILIATION'S BASIS

'l-I.{hile Kerr (L954-55) sees mediaËion as a "part of the game",
he does not see it as an essential part. Even so, he recognizes and
outlines the contributions medíation can make Ëo conflict resoluLion
(pp. 236-239) .



of the unlímited nature of desires and the limited means of their

satj-sfaction; because of Ëhe inevitableness of the rnanager-managee

relationship; because of constantly changing situations; and because

of the essentialness of conflict to survival (p. 231)" rrOuE of

aggressive conflict or its latent possibility'r, Kerr saí_d however,

"comes the resolution of many disputesr' (p. 232) .

Carrothers (f961) also expressed this conflict aspecË of

collective bargaining when he said:

CollecËive agreemenËs are not yet works of art. To the contrary,
they represent reconciliation of conflicts of interest. As
such they are frequently the product of adversity, and they
rarely embrace all the matters impinging on the relations
between the employer and his employees (p. 79) .

Labour-management t s

accommodat,ion (Kerr , L954-55

used by labour-management

ino lTaiearcn- 1951, p.

process of accommodation

is required. The assistance most

bargaining breaks down is that of

1/,

response to this ever-present conflict is

: p. 235) , and the most important device

circumstances wiËhin which a conciliation officer must work when called

to intervene in a dispute has been aptly described by Meyer (1959-60):

The parties to an industrial dispute may seem Ëo be reaching for
the moon, but the settlement must be made within narrow limits
fixed by custom, history, the changing times, and the power
content of the situation. The demands of the parËies may be
represented by two large circles that barely touch, the important
fact is that they do usually intersect and that it is this
corünon segment which represent.s the not impossible area of
agreement. The precise point of accord may fal1 anywhere
within this field, but it cannot appropriately fall ouËside

to achieve accoÍìmodation is collective barsain-

f0). As records so clearly show however, the

The general situation faced by negotiating part.ies and the

i q r¡ralr¡ smooth and often outside assistance

commonly provide when collective

concilíation.



of ÍË. Justice may sometimes appear to point to another
result--but. what is justice? Is it a fixed rule based on
the logical selection and weighíng of equitable determinants?
0r is iE a changing thing which, from moment to moment,
satisfies the probable expectation of contending parties?
IÊ is, I apprehend, the presence of such an area of
expectation which normally leads Eo a peaceful adjustment
of industrial disputes. It is the willingness to step
away from the rest of the two circles and approach the common
segment which Mr. George Taylor has called 'ta. willingness to
lose". IL is the shrewd apprehension of the extent of this
segment, and of its changing position, that makes the mediator
a trusË\47orthy guide (p. f 60) .

Discovery of this I'common segment"2 and the "point of accord" withín it

is Ehe proper function of the bargaining parties in their negoLiations,

and a common recogniËion of the area usually results in agreement 
"

Failure by the parties to reach agreement however results in the

initiation of the concÍliation process and the intervention of a

concíliation officer 
"

The purpose of conciliation is the peaceful resolut.ion of disputes

and the only criterion of peaceful resolution is accepËability to the

parties (Phillips , L956, p " 532) , The functíon of rhe conciliation

officer is to assist the parties to reach

Meyer spoke." Using Ëhe premise that the

t\

)-This "common segmentlr has been described by SËagner and Rosen
(L965) as the rrbargaining zone'r, by Stevens (L963) as the 'rcontract zorre't,
and by many practicing conciliation officers as rrthe area of settlement'r.
The resolution of any round of negotiations or any dispute always presumes
the exístence of such an "area". It exists eÍther in the basic situation
at the beginning of negotiations, or its existence is created either
through the pressures exerted by the bargainíng parties or through norms
imposed by an outside party. Though the exisËence of an area of seËtlement
must always be presumed because all disputes must end sometime, the ídenti-
fication or achievement (or acceplance, for that matter) of the area is
seldom an easy and simple matter.

?"Stevens (L963) has analysed in some depth the tactics available
to mediaËors for achieving this point of accord j-n disputes r¿here the
contract zone--its presence but unavailabiliËy, or ils absence--is the
major problem, and in disputes where it is not the major problem.

the I'point of accordfr of which

final responsibility for
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setËlement and agreement rests with the bargaining parties, and thaË

agreement is what the parties will accept, the conciliaEion officer

endeavours to induce one, or the other, or both of the parties to come

to terms, to change positions, and to effect a compromise. trrlhether they

do, or do not, depends upon the partíes'assessment of, and susceptibility

to, the ínfluences of a variety of varíables operating during the whole

process, including the reaction of the conciliation offícer, his assessmenE

of the realities of the situaËion, and the tactics and procedures used

by him. Acceptability, and consequent agreement, rests on the outcome

of this assessment and susceptibility.

The Ëraditional basis for Ëhis process of conciliation is the

'rcooling-off period", the idea that an enforced waiting period would

prevent many work stoppages. The system of collective bargaining through-

out most of Canada has been built on a policy of third parEy intervenlion

in industrial conflict and delay in the right to strike ¿nd lesi<¡rrr n11

in the cause of the public interest (Task Force , L969, p " f6B) . Phillips

(1956) has said thaE t'.".the principle of compulsory delay and con-

ciliation has had a prominent and generally respected place in Canadian

Labour Law for fífty years" (p. 523), and Jamieson (L957) has indicated

as well that "...Canadian legislation for almost fifty years has placed

íts major emphasis on compulsory intervention...as a means for serr-lino

disputes" (p. L02).

Current legislation governing collecËive bargaining and con-

ciliation throughout. most of Canada is patterned on the federal

governmentrs Order-in-Council No. 1003 passed Ln L944. P.C. 1003 drew

from the inlagner Act passed in 1935 in the United States for the concept
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of controlled compulsory collective bargaining, and from the 1907

IndusLrial Disputes Investigation Act of Canada for the concept of

enforced delay of strikes and lockouts and for compulsory conciliaËion

wiËh conciliaËion officer and concilíation board "tu.g"s.4 'tBy L948,

the federal parliament and most provincial legislatures had enacËed

statutes modelled on P.C. 1003'r (Carrothers, L96L, p" 8). The con-

ciliation process as it is now known throughout most of Canada had its

foundation in the'40's, and it has operated essentially the same \^ray

f or over Lvüenty years.

II

its various provisions, this Act provided for the services of conciliation

officers and conciliation boards aË the discretion of the Minister of

Labour" Conciliation officer services might be made available to the

parties on the instruction of the minist.er either on his own advice, or

at the request of either party. A request could be made either in the

case that notice for collective bargaining had been given by a party bul

did not commence within the time prescribed, or in Ëhe case that collecËive

bargaining had commenced but the parties had encountered difficulties

(Section 16). Similarly, the appointment of a conciliation board rested

upon minist.erial discretion and might be made on the minister's o\"m

advice, or in the case that a conciliation officer had failed to brine

TEACHER-SCHOOL BOAR.D CONCILIATION IN MANITOBA

A. Legislated Provisions

In 1948 The Manitoba Labour Relations Act was enacted. Amons

¿L'For a detaíled
bargaining legislation
Carrothers, L96L 

"

hisËorical background to current collective
see Logan , L956; Jamieson, L957; trrloods , L9551'



about an agreement bet\^reen the bargaining partíes (Section 17).

parties to conclude a collective agreement (or a renewal or revision of

one) (Section 16), and to report Ëo the minister those matters thaË the

parties had agreed upon, those upon which they did not agree and a

recommendation on the appointment of a conciliaËion board (Section 27).

The function of a conciliation board t,üas to endeavour to bring about

agreement between the parties (Section 32 (f)). Every opportuniËy must

have been given the parties, by a conciliatj-on board during its sittings,

to present evidence and make representations (Sectíon 32 (2)). A

The conciliation officerrs function v/as to assist bargaining

conciliation board was also required to report íts findings and recommenda-

t.ions to the minister (Section 35). The report of the majority of a

conciliatj-on board, which \¡Ias made up of three members, v/as the report

of the board (Section 32 (7)) . Provision was also made to bind the

parties to the report if the parties had so agreed in wriËing (Section 38).

The Act also precluded the parËies from strike or lockouE until after

the report of a conciliaEion board had been received, or until seven

days had elapsed following the request of a party for the appointment

of a conciliation board and no appointment, or notice of appointmenL,

had been made by the minister (Section 21).

18

Collective bargaining by teachers and school boards was governed

by the provisions of The ManiËoba Labour Relations Act until L956 
"

Bargaining by teachers was thus conducted under rha qq-o looiq'lotion

covering all other employee-employer groups in the province for eight

years. However, nany school boards strongly opposed collective bargaíning

by teachers during this period, especíally bargaining under the provisions
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of The Manítoba Labour Relations Act. Although no teacher stríkes

occurred during the period, the use of the strike by teachers was

strenuously questioned. Following a series of actions initiated in the

latter half of the period by the breakaway Manitoba Urban School Trusteesr

Association opposing teacher bargaining under The Manitoba Labour

Relations Act, counter actions by The Manitoba Teachersr Soci-ety,

additional actions by the Manitoba School Trustees'AssociaËion, many

representations, meetings, and joint-meetings, and the efforts of many

Leachers and trustees, the issue of collective bargaining rights for

teachers \,/as resolved. Agreement was reached by teachers and t.rustees

on a number of points which were incorporated in a brief which was

presented jointly Èo Ëhe provincial government in iune 1955. The

culminaLion of all this action was legislation passed Ln L956 r,rhich,

among other things, amended The Public Schools Act to provide for

collective bargaining rights for teachers in that Act.5

The provisions of The Manitoba. Labour Relations Act were included

in Part XVIII of The Public Schools Act, (with required modifications of

wording to make them applicable to teachers and school boards), with two

major changes. First, teachers \^/ere prohibited from sËriking (Section

384 (1)), and second, the conciliation boards of The Manitoba Labour

Relations Act became the arbitration boards of Part XVIII, but their

a\,/ards (reports) rather than becoming recommendations, became decisions

which bound the parties (Section 391 (8)).

q.-For a brief account of the happenings of that period see
Pindera, 1968, pp. 20-2L; Gordon,1969: pp. 9-11. For a more detailed
account see Mclulaster, T. A. "Prelude", The ManiËoba Teacher, March-
April 1955.
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The provisions for conciliation officer services were modified

and strengthened when compared to the initial provisions of The Manitoba

Labour Relations Act. hThile the conciliation officers appointed were

those as defined by The Manitoba Labour Relations Act and made available

by the Minister of Labour, their services \^7ere no longer available at

the Minister's own initiative. At the request of either Party the Miníster

of Education was required to appoint a conciliation officer either in Ëhe

case that. notice for collecËive bargaining had been given by a party but

bargaining did not. begin within the time prescribed, or in the case that

bargaining had begun buL the parties had encountered difficulties, provided

he was satisfied thal the applicant had made every reasonable efforE to

conclude an agreement (Section 378). The function of the conciliatíon

officer remained essentially the same as that under The Manitoba Labour

Relations Act. Under both Acts the conciliation officer was required to

report to the appropriate minister within fourteen days after appointment,

or within such longer periods as the minister might allow. trnlhere, under

The Manitoba Labour Relations Act, it was possible for the minister to

appoint a conciliation board without the parties making use of Lhe

services of a conciliation officer, under The Public Schools Act, an

arbitration board could not be appointed until a conciliation officer

had reported failure to bring abouE agreement between the parties.

These provisions for concilíation in teacher-school board nego-

tiaËions have remained essentially the same from 1956 to the present day'

They provide for the assistance of a conciliation officer in the two

major types of problems arising from ínterest negotiations--negotíation

breakdown and recognition, that is, the refusal of one party to recognize



the other by refusing to bargai-n collectively with the other parEy.

Cases of this latter type are more comnon to first-time bargaining

by parties, or in the case of frequent turnover of representative agents,

and are usually precipitated by the employer. hlhile they were not

uncornmon in the early híst.ory of teacher-school board bargaining in

Manitoba, they rarely occur today.o Almost a11 requests for conciliation

officer assistance Ëoday are the resulË of a breakdor,m in negotiations

where teacher and school board committees have meË and bargained but

have been unable to reach agreement.

l,egislation thus makes provision for assistance to bargaining

parLies should they reach impasse--how does thís assistance operate?

B. The Nature of fts OperationT

teacher-school board negotiations can be made only in general terms.

The generality of the description however, does not detract from its

significance for the operation of the process has been essentially

constant over the years " I^lhere variations in approach have occurred

because of conciliation officer style or the peculiarities of a particular

A description of the operation of the conciliation process in

2L

oBut they still occur. The most recent case occurred in 1968 when
a smal1 school district refused to recognLze and to bargain with the
cerlified teachersr corn-mittee. Though Ëhe conciliation officer managed
to get the parties Logether he was unable to geË the parties to agree--
the dispute was finally resolved by arbitration.

7'The information in this section was based on the investigatorrs
knowledge and experience gained through j-nvolvement in teacher-school
board collective bargaining across the province over the past 15 years
both as a teacher at the local leve1. and since L962. as staff member
of the M.T.S.
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situation, they have been taken into accounË and mentioned where con-

sidered significant. Since conciliation rarely takes place in a vacuum,

some general information on teacher-school board collective bargaining

must be considered.

Collective bargaining by teachers and school boards across the

province is local-level bargaining, that is, the bargaining takes place

between a particular school board and iËs teachers. At Ehis level,

negotiations are conducted by local commiËtees of school boards and

teachers " The teacher and trustee provincial organizations attempt to

offset the loss of bargaining experj.ence and expertise that may occur

on both sides through the turnover of personnel by supplying local

commj-Ëtees with information and training assistance. BoËh provincial

organLzations, through annual provision of staff and resources, attempt

to keep committees informed on up-to-date developments, supply both

general and specific bargaining information, run training sessions for

local negotiators (though this is more generally true of the teachers

than of the school boards), provide trouble-shooting assistance on

reguest, and strongly encourage continuity on local committees. Though

negotiation by local committees is and has been Ëhe general rule, use

of outside personnel by school board committees Lo act as spokesmen,

either continuously during negotiations or from time to time, has

taken place on a limited basis in recent years. I^Ihile local committees

experience some loss of personnel, negotiations between teachers and

school boards can hardly be considered a case of one green commíËËee

sitting across the table from another green commitEee " Continuity of

personnel is generally preserved to some degree by most local committees
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This has been especially true in more recent years as school areas have

growl. larger and problems have grown more complex.

The conLents of collective agreements negoÈiaËed across the

province vary according to the needs of the area they seïve. The

provisions may be limited to a few essential clauses in some area

employing a smal1 number of teachers, or they may run ínto pages of

complex clauses in another area employing hundreds of teachers. Among

the various provisions íncluded in agreements are clauses outlining

salary scales, responsibility allowances, a variety of other aliowances,

specific rates, sysLems of classÍfication, various Ëypes of leaves with

and without pay, insurance schemes, fee deductions, "crosed shops",

transfer procedures, use of atrxilliary personnel, class sizes, teaching

load, gríevance procedures, effectíve periods and opening procedures.

The list, though not exhausËive, indicates the scope of the terms of

employment and rates of pay which may be involved in negotiations. It
also índicates a number of traditionally accepted matters ínvolved in

other employee-employer negotiations ihat are not involved in teacher-

school board negotiations. These include security of employment

provisions, pensions, hours of work and holidays. Tenure provisions

are provided in The Public Schools Act, pension provisions are provided

in a separate Teacherst pension Act, and the length of the school day

and school year is controlled by the miníster under separate regulations.

These matters are noË negotiated at Ëhe local level, buL are controlled

by the provincial government.

All collective agreements include a provisíon for the opening of

negotiaËions by either party to the agreement either the same as that
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provided by the Act or one that is similar to it. The Act provides for

notice to open to be given by either party ninety to thirty days prior

t.o the termination date of the agreement (Sectíon 375). However, most

agreements in the province do not have a term certain. Though they do

have a specific clause whích indicates that Ëhe agreement wíll be for

one year or two, virtually all agreements also go on to indicaLe that

the agreement will automatically renew itself unless notice to open

negotiations is given by a specified time. Once notice to open has

been given, bargaining by the parties must corrrnence within fourteen

days, or wirhin such period as the parties might agree (Section 377(a)),

and once thís ba.sninins hrc hao¡ subsËantially entered into (generally,

once the parties have met) it cannoË be discontinued because of irree-

ularities of notice (Section 377A).

took effect September lst. Over a period of years however, a January lst

effective date has been negotiated so that all but one or tl^ro agreements

now take effect January lst. The duration of agreements has varied from

one to t\,zo years and rarely, if ever, have all the agreements in the

province had Ëhe same term at the same Ëime. During the past few years

the vast majoriËy of agreements have been for one year. Thus, for most

t.eachers and school boards acrosq tho nrorrinca negot.iatíons are yearly

affairs generally commencing in October or November and continuing

through the winter months.

For many years collective agreements throughout the province

At the present time, one hundred and four collective agreements

cover a1l but a handful of teachers ín the provínce. These agreements

are between teachers and school districts and divisions located in the
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far north, in large urban centres, in smal1 urban centres and in rural

areas. An agreement might cover anywhere from ti,¡o to twenty-five hundred

teachers. These teachers might be employed by a school board which

administers secondary schools only, elementary schools on1y, or a com-

bination of both along with vocational schools in a few cases. Negotiation

of collective agreements might involve, directly or indirectly, the federal

government, the provincial government, local companies, the local populace,

or some combination of these. Costs might be borne solely by the group

involved, or ín some specific proportion by the group and Lhe provincial

government. In most cases however, the majority of teachers are covered

by agreements with school boards which employ t.eachers from kindêr-sârfên

to Grade XII, which represent the loca1 populace, and which are in areas

where costs are shared by the local area and the provincial government.

A conciliation officer must function in this general sett.ing.

when appointed to assist teachers and school boards in negotiation

disputes, the possibilíty of strike does not loom large in the background

to engender rrmoment of truth realityil into the situation. His entrance

into a dispute represents the partiesr last chance to make collective

bargaining work. Should the parties fail to settle at this stage, the

accommodation process of collective bargaining and conciliation fails,

for final resolution by arbitration is no longer accommodation, but is

adjudication.

A request for the services of a concilíation officer may be made

by either the teachers or the school board once negotiations have been

opened and have been conducted with every reasonable effort to conclude

an agreement, but have resulted in impasse. The conduct of negotiations
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rnay be accomplíshed in one meeting by the parties or in twenty; ín a

period of two weeks or in one of several months; may involve proposals

made by one parËy only or by both; and may consider one proposal or

thirEy-five which may request amendments, deletíons, additions or

some combination of these.

Application for a conciliation officer is made to the MinisËer

of Youth and Education and may be made by one party or by both. If the

teachers appl% the application is made by the MTS on their þsþ¿lr' ir

the school board applies, Ëhe application is made either directly by

the board or by The Manitoba Association of School Trustees (l,iAST) on

their behalf. An application i-s usually accompanied by a statement

outlining the number of meetings held by the parties, the original

proposals made by each party during negotiaËions, the items upon which

agreement has been reached, the iLems which rernaín in dispuËe, and

generally, the last position of each party in respect to the items in

dispute.

When the application is received by the minister, he must be

satisfied that the applicant has complied with that provision of the Act

whÍch instructs the parties rrto bargain collectively and make every

reasonable effort Lo conclude" (Section 377a) an agreement before he

must appoinË a conciliation officer. In practice, he has been so

satisfied if the application \¡Ias made by both parties either individually

or jointly. If Lhe application \^ras made by one party only he has satisfied

himself by ínformíng the other party of the request for conciliation and

by asking for informaLion on the number of meetings held by the parties

during negotiations, confirmaËion of the status of negotiations and of the
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ínformation supplied by the original applicant, whether the party believed

every reasonable effort had been made and whether the assistance of a

concilíation officer \Á/as necessary, This practice precluded the injection

of a conciliation officer into negotiations at the sole request of one

party, and became in effect, provision for voluntary rather than imposed

conciliation. i{hile this precise practice was not required by the Act,

and a concíliation officer could be appointed without the consent of both

partíes as long as the minister was satisfíed that the applicant had

complied with the Actrs provísions, it was a reasonable and desirable

practice followed to forestall possible difficulties since any party could

opPose the appointment of a concilíation officer under another section of

the Act (SecËion 395(1)).

Once the minister \,/as satísfied ihat the parties had complíed

with Ëhe provisions of Ëhe Act he appointed a concilíation officer co

confer with the parties. The officer appointed was (and must be) a

conciliation officer employed by the Department of Labour and made

available by Ëhe Minister of Labour.

Upon receipt of appointmenE the conciliation officerts first

task was to arrange a meeting wiËh the disputíng parties. To expedÍte

the matter, this was usually done through staff members of MTS and IAST,

Though negotíations are conducted at the loca1 leve1 with loca1 committees,

both MTS and I'LAST provide these committees wiËh staff officer assisËance

from the initial stages of conciliation on through to arbítration. Every

effort is made to hold the inítial meeting as soon as possible following

the appointmenË of the conciliatÍon officer, However, depending upon Ëhe

time commítments of the conciliation officer hímself. the rnembers of the



two negotiating committees, and the Ewo staff officers involved, this

first meeting might take place wiLhin one week, or a.s long as three

vüeeks, after appointment " (There have been cases when the first meeting

took place later than this--the crucial facEor generally being the con-

ciliation officer's case load and his availability.) Beginníng from

the last negotiating meeEing held by the parties, the Ëime spanned in

making applicaËion, appointment and setting up the first conciliation

meeting might be a period of one or two months, though exceptions on

both sides of this time period have taken place. 'tnlhether intended or

not, the Ëime involved in this whole process of bringing the two parties

together with the conciliation officer has the effect of the traditional

'rcooling-off period'r. IË also means that information, especially of an

economic nature, may be avaílable to the parties at the time of conciliation

thaË was noË available at the last negotiating meeting because of changes

which may have occurred during the elapsed period.

The meetings arranged were almosË always held within the boundaries

of the school districE or division involved in the dispute and hiere generally

held in schools, though meeEings have been held as well in school board

offices where these had the faciliËies required for Lhe type of meeting

conducted. The time of meetings varied, but most generally, they were

held during the laËe afternoon through the evening and into the night.

The meetings usually lasted from three to twelve hours with a probable

average duration of eight hours. The number of meetings per conciliatíon

depended upon the complexities of the dispute and the concilialion officerts

continual assessment of the possibiliËies of settlement--rareLy, if ever,

were the parties told that they had but one meet'íno in r^rh'ính r^ resolve

28



their dispute. If more than one meeLing \.^ras required, details were

arransed at the close of the currenË meeting for a date usuallv within

rhe r,rcek. Thouøh on occasion the concíliation officer would meet r,¡ith

one party only, almost all meetings involved both parties to the dispute.

In addition to meeËings held with Ëhe conciliaËion officer, the parties

might hold their onn meeting with or wiËhout the presence of a staff

officer prior to and/or followíng conciliation meetings.

At the f irst meeting the conciliation sf f i nor oÂnôrâ 1 1rz !99j4 li¡ng

to explain Ëo the parties the conciliaËion process and his role in iË.

As wel1, he would spend considerable time with each party exploring the

issues in dispuËe, the last position of the party with respect to each

of them and the possibility of alternate solutions.

During the first and subsequent meetings, the conciliation officer

as a rule kept the two

R
then with the other.-

specific terms either individually, or as part of a toEal package. In

exploring positions and alternatives to them, along with the

evidence supporting the positions, the conciliation officer

29

to get the parties to modify their positions to come to terms to conclude

parties sepa.rated, meeting first with one party

8rhi" separation of the parties accomplished three functions.
First of all, it reduced, and possibly eliminated, problems that may have
been caused because of personality clashes, emotional involvement and the
like. Secondly, and perhaps most imporËantly, iË provided the concj-liation
officer with control of communications forcing the parties into a tacit, or
pure, bargaining sitution (see Schelling, L957, for a discourse on tacit
bargaining; and Stevens, L963, pp. L37 f.f.., oû the mediatorts use of the
pure-bargaining game). Thirdly, it provided the parties with the means for
negotiating without prejudice and being able to test positions without
formal commitment. Control of communications enabled Ehe concilíation
officer to practice what George I,'I . Taylor has called the I'art of proposing
the alternaËe solution" (as quoted by Stevens, L963, p. f4f).

He generally dealt with each item in dispute in

partiesl

would endeavour
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an agreement. hlhether the parties rnodified their positions and came to

terms depended upon the influence of a host of interrelated factors and

conditions operating duríng the entire process. Aside from the time and

procedural factors which might affect the parties' decisions and the

effect of the conciliation officerts style and approach in dealing with

the parties, the parties might also have been assisËed and influenced

in their decisions by factors and conditions arising from: the nature

of conciliation itself, for example, t.he parEiesrstrong desire to retain

determination of the contents of the agreement in their own hands; the

nature of arbitration, for example, the fear of an adverse award; Ëhe

information, assistance and advice provided by staff officers from IUITS

and MAST who were almost always present during all sessions; a series

of economic factors, for example, the extent of the changes in the cost

of living, or the contents of other teacher-school board agreements

recently renegotiaEed; and various other pressures affecting the partÍes,

for example, direct community pressures on the parties to settle.

(While, in a sense, anything which causes a party to modify its positíon

can be considered a "pressure'r, this last category includes Lhose that

do not easily fit into the other categories, and some \ühich might be

o
considered examples of direct outside pressure on the parties.)-

The conciliation officer would continue working with the parties

(and perhaps working on them) until the dispute Inlas resolved and the

'Th""u categories of factors and conditions \¡rere arbitrarily
determined by the investigaËor and are explained ín Chapter IV. Specífic
factors and conditions in each of the eight categories hTere not listed
here since they r^iere contained in the survey instrumenË used Eo collect
the data required to achieve the specific purpose of this study. Please
see Appendix C for a copy of the questionnaire used.
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parËíes concluded an agreemenl, or until such time as he determíned he

could not resolve the dispute and the meetings were broken off. In

this latter case, the díspute generally proceeded to arbitration for

resolution a.t Ehe request of one of the parties. However, in a number

of cases at the initiative of a teacher or school board commiltee

member, some other teacher or trustee, a MTS or MAST staff officer, or

the conciliation officer himself, efforts were made to get the parties

back together and these efforts oft.en resulted in agreement by the

parties. In these cases conciliation might have assísted the part.ies

sufficiently to allow Ëhem to continue their negotiations to conclusion.

They could also be considered examples of additional concilíation

efforts with someone other than a government-employed conciliatíon

officer acting as the conciliaLor.

C. Use and Effectíveness of Conciliation

A revíew of the six year period from 1963-64 to L968-69 provided

an indication of the extent teacher and school board negotiators used

conciliation services and the effectiveness of this assistance i-n

resolving their disputes. Though a review from 1948, covering the

entíre period teachers and school boards negotiated under legíslated

provisions, would have been of interest historically, íncomplete records

made such a revj-ew impossible. The six year period was chosen because

of the availability of complete records, and because it provided a period

long enough to adequately indicat.e the use made of conciliation and its

effectiveness in settling disputes.

Table I índícates that the parties made considerable use of the
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Teorgar'Lzations across the province.

services of a conciliation officer during rhe six year period. For each

year considered, the Table gives the total number of teacher-school

board negotiaEions that took place, the number that were settled by

the parties without third party intervention, Lhe number of conciliatíons,

the number of conciliations as a percentage of the total negotiatíons

in each year ) and the total number of collective agreements in effect.

The use of a conciliation officer by the parties varied from year to
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percent in L964-65. The average yearly use during the period was 15.6

percent. The Table also indicates that the use of conciliatíon officer

services by the parlies has increased yearly from L965-66 when it

represented 5.8 percent of the year's negotia,tions, to 1968-69 when it

rc¡chod 22 5 narepnl- l-hc qonnnd hiohaci Iarzol in |-ho naríndçaoJL'vLvsrrerfJç!Àvso

The effectiveness of the conciliation process as judged by the

number of disputes that settled with the assistance of a conciliation

officer is indicated in Table II. Using the same period of L963-64 to

TABLE II

THE NI]M3ER OF CONCILIATIONS AND SETTLEMENTS REACHED
DI]RING CONCILIATION BY TEACHERS AND SCHOOL

BOARDS IN MANITOBA IN THE PERIOD
L963-64 TO L96B-69

L968-69
L967 -68
L966-67
L965-66
Lyo4-o )
L963-64

No" of
ConciliaËions

Source: Years L963-64 to L967-68, Pindera, 1968, p, 24
L968-69, Records of MTS Economic l'Ielfare DeparËment

L968-69 the Table compared Ëhe number of settlements reached wiËh the

number of conciliations that took place in each year of the period. The

vast majority of teacher-school board disputes during the síx years settled

at conciliation. Settlements ranged from a 1ow of 77.L pereent in 1964-65

to a high of 100 percenL Ln L966-67, and averaged 88.2 percenË annually over

the six year peri-od.
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On the basis of the evidence supplied by Ëhe revie\^/s in Tables

I and II, teacher and school board negotiators made consj-derable use

of the conciliation process to assist them in their negotiations during

the past six years, and the process must be judged to have been very

ef f eCtiVe in aChi ar¡ino raqo1 rrf i n¡ Of their diSputeS .

III. SI]IO4ARY

In this Chapter the conciliation process was examined. The

process was considered to be one of the most important means of

acconunodating disputes likely to arise from the conflict inherent in

bargaining relationships. The purpose of conciliation was looked aË,

as \,üas its legislated basis, both in general terms and with specific

reference Eo teachers and school boards in Manitoba"

The legíslation providing conciliation officer servíces to

dísputing teachers and school boards was examined in detaíl. The

operation and function of these provisions in the general setting

created by the collective bargaining practices of the parties was

considered j-n some depth. In this consideration, factors and conditions

operating during the process Ëhat might assist. and influence the parties

\n/ere touched upon. Lastly, the use and effectiveness of the conciliation

process in teacher-school board negotiations \^/ere reviewed for a six

year period ending ín L969.

In the next chapter, the quesËion of what contributes to con-

ciliation's effectiveness in resolving negotiation dispuËes will be

considered. The consideration will be based upon the views expressed

by various writers and researchers in Canada and the United States

during the past twenty years.



A number of studies of the conciliation process and the con-

ciliator's funclíon have been made. While these studies \,Íere generally

helpful in developing an understanding of Èhe process, not many of Ëhem

provided an ans\^rer to the question of how conciliation contributed to

the successful resolution of negotiation disputes " Even among Ehose

that did, there existed no general agreement. either on what led to

successful dispute resolution, or on how the conciliation officer

functioned to achieve settlement. This review was restricted to those

studies that provided some suggestion as to what conËributed to set.tle-

ment at conciliation and how the conciliation officer funclioned to

achieve settlement.l

A. Availability of Succeeding Stages

CHAPTER III

A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

I. i^iHAT },1AKES ]T WORK

Though not. dealing directly with facËors that contributed to

successful dispute resolution, some writers have suggested what they

believe contribuEes to reduce conciliation's effectiveness. In these

tAs this study was concerned with identifying factors thaE
assisted Ëhe parties ín resolving an exísting dispule, only studies
concerned wiËh tactical (or fíre-fighting) conciliatÍon were reviewed
here. Suggestions on the contríbutíons of strategícal (or preventative)
conciliation to peace keeping have been advanced by some \^iriters (see
Woods, 1958; Kerr, L954-55), but were not used since they were not con-
sídered pertinent Eo this parËicular study.



studies, it was suggested that the effectiveness of the concíliation

officer stage was directly related to the availability of succeeding

modes of interventi-on. Logan (1956) expressed this point of view when

he stated:

Boards fConciliationJ, I feel sure, used subsequent to
the effort of the official conciliator, should be the
exception and not the automatic and regular process on
whích disputants who fail to respond Lo efforts of the
first concíliator can depend. Conciliation should be
strengthened at the first stage and not undermined; if
necessary, more time should be allowed, and the practice
... of requesËing the first conciliator in hi-s report
to the Minister to advise whether or not a board should
be appointed, should be revised and taken as a serious
responsibílity. Indeed conciliation might well be
strengthened by being raised to the level of a ministerial
function and it might include the alËernative of sending
the conciliation officer, reinforced perhaps by further
personnel, back to the parties to try again (p. 96).

A similar point was made thírteen years later by the Task Force (L969)

when, dealíng with recommendations concerning the services of conciliation

officers, it said,

... if our next recommendation Lo cut back on the avail-
ability of conciliation boards ís accepËed, the role of
the conciliation officer is considerably sErengthened.
It would be unf ortunate if his functions, no\¡r augmented
in importance, were by-passed because of the indusLrial
relations ËacËics of the parties (p. 168).

Zack (L970) expressed it as being a problem of extended absolutes. In

an efforE Ëo gain a little bit more, the parties rníght not make every

effort to resolve their dispute at the current stage of intervention

but might proceed to the next available stage, and then on to the next,

until they reached the final stage where every effort to reach agreemenL

would, perhaps, fLnaLLy be made because there \^Iere no more stages left.

He suggested that the availability of succeeding stages of díspute-
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resoluËion assistance might preclude settlemenl at earlier stages. If

a*-, ¡#¡õ^ ^+ intsrysnlion was to remain effective, there must be a limitdrly Þ L4ós u! !!rLr

to the number of last steps and the esËablishment of what he called a

final "fail-safe'r Þrocedure.

A similar problem might be faced by the parties even before Ëhe

dispute stage. Stevens (1963) has suggested that 'r... mediation is an

integral part of collective bargai-ning negotíations whether it is employed

or notrr (p. L23). The easy availability of conciliation could remove some

of the pressure of responsibility for achíeving settlement from the

parties, and add the problem of the parties negotiating with something

j-n reserve--something saved for conciliation íf the possibility of

conciliation was anticipated .

In their investigation, Armstrong and Armstrong (f958) reached

Ehe conclusion that there \^/as no universal pattern for third party

interventi.on. The course of action became a function of the nature of

the dispute, the relations between Ëhe disputing parties, and the

personality and ability of the conciliator. The effectiveness of third

party intervention however, \^/as external to Ehe intervention itself .

Success or failure depended upon such factors as labour supply, the

conditíon of union politics, the issues j-nvolved, the financial strengEh

of the parties, and broad social and economic issues. hlhile not dis-

counting the importance of the abílity of the personnel involved in

settling disputes, Armstrong and ArmsËrong pointed out that the calibre

of the third party could not explain success or faílure, for the same

B. Social and Economic Condítions
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personnel settled some disputes and did not settle others. Nor did

the machinery used explain the effectiveness of the intervention for

procedures used had remained much the same over the years. They con-

cluded that, "The principal explanation of the success of third party

intervention is external to the third party, and can be found only in

the social and economic conditions which are reflected in the temper

and strength of the disputanËs" (p. 83).

Vaselenak (f958) arrived at a similar conclusion. As he saw

it, conciliation officer success or failure depended to a large extenË

on condíLions enabling consent agreements, that is, on the economic

conditions surrounding the negoLiations. rrThe reasons for their

success or otherwise" he concludedrrrare largely to be found in the

situations in which they functioned and in the external conditions with

which they contended" (p. 350).

Another investigator sal.ü the success or failure of the collective

bargaining and conciliatí-on process as generally internal to it, and

largely dependent upon psychological factors and personal interacËions.

Douglas (L957) posited the existence of a sequence of three phases in

negotiations. rn the first phase, 'restablishing the bargaining range",

the parties established their various positions which became the

parameEers of the bargaining. Interaction at this stase rrâs 1:rgely

institutional and characteristically disparaging of each other's

positions. It provided a basis however, for auditing areas of dis-

agreement" The second stage, 'rreconnoitering the range", wås a position

C. Personal Interaction and Psvcholoeical Factors
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¡esting stage where Ëhe parLies engaged in personal ínteraction. This

interaction served as a basis for probing and modifying positions in

search of areas of agreement. The third phase, "precipitating the

decision-making crisis't, forced the negotiaËors from personal inter-

action to contact with those outside the negotiations and often saw

them revert back to their institutional positions. Out. of this crisis,

the interaction ceased either in impasse or agreement.

In a later book, Douglas provided a deËailed psychological

analysis of the interaction of negotiators and mediators (Rehmus,

1965, pp. L23-L24).2 rn this book, which expanded upon her previous

article, she characterized as fíctions the following three points

generally held by negotiators and mediators: "Lhat the possibility of

a strike is essenËial to resolution of conflict; that compromise is

an essential part of agreement-making; and Ehat Ëhe ultimate agreement

is narrowly circumscribed by markel economics" (p. L23). According to

Rehmus, Douglas' case against the f irst poÍ-nt 'ris far f rom over-

whelming", and her second and third conclusions I'disturb those wíth

experience ín industrial relations" (p. L23). Rehmus went on to say

that, I'Negotiators and mediators find it hard to believe that, if the

process of bargaining is satisfying to the negotiators, agleement will

result without regard to the intent thereof" (p. L23). Douglas' con-

clusions irseem to seriously question the rationality'r of union-management

representativesr'relevating their personal psychological needs above

their instiËutional obligations" (p. L24) .

Columbia Uníversity Press, 1962) \^las unavailable to the
2Thu book by Ann Douglas, Industrial Peacemaking (New York:

investigator
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A book by Stagner and Rosen (L965), drawing from numerous sources,

examíned in depth the psychological aspects of union-Tnanagement relations

as well. While the study vras concerned with ways in which psychological

processes modified the operation of other principles affecting the union-

management relationship, it did not attempt to discard these other

principles. 'A study of union-management relationsrr stated Stagner

and Rosen, rrrequires an intricate interrelation of economics, socíology,

psychology, and engineering. No one of these specíalized studies offers

a full and complete analysistr (p. 7) .

In considering the conEribution of mediatíon to dispute settle-

ment, Stagner and Rosen saw the mediaËor as a "kind of technical con-

sultant" who used his prestige, persuasiveness, knowledge of union

contracts, sense of humour, and ability to see the facts from both

sides, to help both sides find a solution. The mediator also contributed

by providing an opportunity to "break the communications barrierrr and

'rto save face"; by providing'ra wider range of experience" Ehan that

possessed by either of the disputant parties; by introducing alternate

solutions; and possibly, by wearing down the parties through continual

meetings. A basic requirement for the mediator vlas to find ouË what Ehe

parties really wanted--their hidden agenda. Once this was knov¡n the

possibility of compromise and settlement became more líkely. The

mediator sometimes also sollght a wider agenda, by pointing out wider

implications and unintended consequences of an issue in dispute. While

the superordinate goal of seeking "the public interest'r should have some

effect in resolving a dispute, perceptual distortÍons effectively pre-

cluded agreement on an objecËive definition of just what the public



ínterest was. "To a large extent

musË rely upon persuasion and the

on both sides to open the road to

Mediators who have written on the subject see their roles in

varying lighrs and emphasize differing aspects of their function" Cole

(L96L) saw attitudes, psychological factors, receptivity to bargaining,

reasoning and persuasion as factors which affected the resolution of

disputes. For him, the 'rEssential function of the mediator is to keep

the parties in intelligent discussion wirh each other. Víndictíveness

and biËEerness, unreasoning obstinacy and bad manners, fixed and rigid

attitudes are his principal problems, because they stand in the way of

composing differences through reasoning" (p. 50). Meyer (L959-60) sar^I

mediation as an art rather than a science. where t.he service Ì,4las

4L

," said Stagner and Rosen, "the medíaËor

ultimate operation of economic pressures

a settlement't (p. f14).3

U. lvledtatOrS VIe\.^7S

essentially personal and individual, designed to help others to decide

for themselves. Timing and inspiration, for him, were everything.

I^lhile recognizing the importance of general trends, precedents,

business conditions and the power content of the situation, the

--^^+j ^^ ^ç *L^ art r^ras more dependent on a host of personal qualitiesPIe LLIUg V! Lrrç 4L L WAù Lrrvr ç usy

possessed by the mediator. Peters (f955) considered collective bargain-

ing a science. He saw the process as one wíth rules that demanded more

of the parties than simply making demands and threatening to strike.

However, on the basis of the case material supplíed in his book, he

3_,-The material in this
pp. 113-116.

paragraph was based on the contents of
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appeared to consider the operation of economic pressures and the ability

of the partíes to assess, realistically, their chances of conducting

or takíng a strike successfully as one of the main contributors to

dispute resoluEion. His cases also indicated the importance of

psychological and communication (both direct and índirect) factors.

A study by BerkowLtz, GoLdstein and Indik (L963.64), which

surveyed practicing Canadian and American mediators, indicated that

the mediaËors generally viewed their role as one of service to the

parties and not to the public. In the view of the respondents, the

mediator musL possess patience and endurance, must forcefully pursue

a settlement rather than act as a passive message carrLer, must acE

as a confidential advisor Ëo both sides, and must possess self-generating

sources of influence to persuade. As effective bases for sources of

influence the mediators sa\^7 the creation of a friendly atmosphere of

agreement and muËual consent as most importanE, disLantly followed,

as second and third most important, by their ability to point out the

benefits of settlement and their expertise in Ehe field. They generally

viewed mediation as arl art which must be adapted to the situation at

the time of ímpasse.

Landsberger (1960) attempted to idenÈify the personal factors

and skills of mediators considered mosË important by mediator users.

In thorough studies based upon users' rankings of the Í-mportance of

certain personal factors and skílls he found that the users consídered

intellectual skills and facLors as most important. These skills

E. Personal Skills



included originality of ideas, understanding quíckly the complexities

of a dispute, and the mediatorrs accumulated knowledge of labour

relations. trrlhat Landsberger categorLzed as tough human relaËions

factors, \^/ere ranked second" These included mediator attitude,

persistence, and patience; the mediator as a respected authority;

and t.he mediatorrs willingness to act as a vigorous salesman. Last

were ra,nked soft human relations factors--sense of humour, ability to

act unobtrusively, control over feelings, and the mediator as ttone

of ustr .

Two other studies considered the mediat.or's role somewhat

differently. Lovell (L952-53) considered that the most satisfactory

explanation for negotiation disputes lvas based on "economic rather

than human factors" (p. 20)" Mediation became necessary not because

of personality clashes or anger, but because the parEies had been

unable to resolve I'problems posed by conflicting objectives or by

unusual conditionsrr (p. 20). He did not see Ëhat the parties \^Iere

generally in need of a mediator's knowledge of collective bargaining

practices, or of his abiliËy to provide alternate solutions and to

reduce emotional tensions. He considered human relaËion explanations

of disputes applicable only t,o a very limited extent, and only in

cases where negotiators \^rere i'extremely inept or extremely inexperíenced"

(p. 30) . For him, the mediatorrs primary problem

F. Use of Pressure
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is one of forcing the negotiator or his organization
to reconsider its position, to make further concessions
t,han those previously índicated or decided upon. It is



here thaL Ëhe mediator can utíLize his most important
r¡reapon, the pressure of evenLs which forces the parties
toward agreement (p. 22) .

To solve his problem the mediator used direct efforts to persuade the

disputing parties; acted as a confidential intermediary, thereby

símplifying the bargaining process by allowing the parties to sound

out positions without committing themselves; and conËrolled the level

nf nra q qr¡ra Pr t--essure encompassed t'."" all the factors which tend

to make one or both parties reconsider. Anything which lessens one's

relative bargaining pol'rer and makes one less likely to take a determined

stand increases pressure" (p. 22). Such factors might include the

strike deadline, internal political problems, economic facEors, labour

supply, the strength of the parties Lo car:ry out. threat.s, tactl-cs and

competition. The mediator was able to carry out his role of applying

pressure and controlling its level because he could control the "flow

of informatíon between the parties" (p. 27).

Lovellrs position rras essentially supported by Warren (L954) .

For iniarren, the esserì.ce of mediation was the "... exertion or channeling

of pressure on one or both of two parties in dispute to obtain the

necessary concessions for the settlement of their differences'r (p. 292)"

According to i¡Iarren, procedures for the resolution of negotiation

disputes, short of compulsory arbitraEion, presupposed 'r... the pressures

of industrial conflict, including withdrawal of employment and job action

by workers, as elements for producing agreementrr (p. 292). During a

dispute, a multiple inËeraction of differenË pressures took p1ace.

Some of t.hese were intrinsic to labour disputes, some r¡rere created by

the mediator, and some worked in opposiËe directions. All were generally

44
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one of three kinds--personal pressures, social and poliËica1 pressures,

or economic pressures. trdhile trnlarren admitËed that human relations

played an imporËant part in the settlement of many dispuËes, he stated

that'r... the economic forces at work in every labour dispute are the

primary determining factors making f.or a seËËlemenE. Hence it is

these forces which establish the effectiveness of Ðarticular mediation

effortsir (p. 294)" A mediatorrs effectiveness in dealing wiËh economic

pressures was based on r'... his ability to make a realistic appraisal

of possible future trends and the comparative economic positions of

the parties'r (p. 297) .

In a study by Kerr (L954-55), the contributions of both tacLical

and strategical mediation were described. Tactical mediation occurred

when a third party intervened ín an already existÍ-ng dispute. Strategical

mediaËion concerned itself with attempts to sËructure social and environ-

mental factors prior to the existence of any disputes, in an effort to

create underlying conditions which contributed to long range indusËrial

harmony. Kerr saw four contributions thaË t.actical mediation made to

conflict resolution. Irrationality could be reduced by the medíator

drawing the parties'aËËenËion to the objective issues of the dispute

and the consequences of aggressive conflict. The mediator could remove

elements of nonraEionaliËy by clarifying and bringing to light the

íntentionS of tho n¡rfioc rha rg4l iSsues and facts, true cost cal-

culations, accurate estimaEes of the other partyrs strength, and truer

expectations of outcomes. lviediation provided opportunit.ies and assistance

G. MediaËion's ContribuLions
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for exploring other solutions and for making graceful retreats. Kerr

also saw Ëhe mediator as supplying the parties with negoEiating skíl1s

which allowed them to explore areas of settlement. on their own, some

parties' lack of skills or their awkwardness in using them often

prevented them from teaLLzing or seeing existing areas of settlemenr.

However, Kerr also considered the strike and lockout as a means of

inducing agreement. "Out of aggressive conflict or its latent

possibility comes the resolution of many disputes" (p. 232).

In addition to mediationrs contribuËions to dispute resolution,

it was also possible for mediation Lo prolong disputes. such cases

occurred when negotiators who, for personal or institutional reasons

were unwilling to settle a dispute except on their own terms, used

mediation as a guise for indicating Ëo the public, or their organLzations,

or theír members, that efforts were being made t.o settle when they were

in fact interested only in prolonging the dispute. This case is but a

logical extension of mediation a.s a I'ceremonial'r whích Kerr indicated

was used by parties who, recognizí.ng a settlement, proceeded to mediatíon

for political reasons to indicate that they did not yield too much too

An analytical study of mediation functions and tactics \^ras

made by stevens (1963, ch. 7). stevens considered the problems faced

by the mediator in disput.es where the cont.ract zorte was absent because

of either the basic situation or tactical manoeuvring, and where the

contract zone vr'as not the major problem. rn the case of the absence

H. Mediation Tactics
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of a contracL zor'e because of Ëhe basic situation. the mediator musE

get one or the other (or both) of the parties to change positions.

He may accomplish this through persuasion, TationaLLzation, or coercion.

He may be able to persuade the parties to see the realities of the

situation and get them to change positions because he is in a position

to control the communications flow" RationalizatLon may be accomplished

through argumentation, or "... the mere fact of a mediatorrs entrance

inËo a dispuËe provides Ehe parties with a means for rationaLLzLng

retreats from previously held posiEions, particularly if the mediator

can be made to appear Eo take part of the 'responsibility' for any

settlementrr (p. f30). The use of coercion hinges around the use of

the strike. The mediaËor may exert pressure by removing elements of

party-bluff. In attempLing to persuade or coerce, the mediator may

use deceptive tacËics--whether he should or should not however, is

another question. I,rlhere the contract zone is Ëhere but not available

because of the parties' tactical manoeuvring, the mediator must use

Ëactics of retreat. He may help the parties "save face", or may help

share some responsibility for the outcome of the setËlemenË.

When Lhe contracË zone is noE Ëhe major problem, the mediaËor,

through his control of communications, ffiy force the parties ínto a

pure-bargaining game (tacit bargaining) which may produce results

similar to the I'divide-a-sum" game. To win such a game requires co-

ordination and co-operaLion as opposed to conflict and competition.

The mediator, as the sole channel of communicaEion, üây force the parties

towards the most obvious solution, or to\üards suggested alternate

solutions. The parties' use of the mediator as a means of negotiating
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l.¡íthouË prejudÍce provides the medíator wíth índícations of the direction

of settlement and possible alternate soluËíons.

Stevens' use of game theory to analyse mediation, and Schelling's

(L957) díscussion of tacit bargaining were early examples of a growing

use of game theory, míni-max strategy, conflict-choice models and

simulation, to analyse and to test varíous hypotheses of what takes

place during rnediation and negotiation,4 Simple models related to

problems faced by negotiaËors and mediaLors \¡tere used by various in-

vestigators as bases for analysis and tests of choices, straLegies and

tactics open to partícipants as they function in the complicated processes

of negotiation and mediation. Such studies conËribute to dispelling

some of the esotericism surrounding the whole subject of collecLive

bargaíning.

In an attempt to find an ansv/er to the question of what con-

tríbuLed Lo successful dispute resoluËion at the conciliation officer

stage, previous sËudies on the conciliation process and the conciliation

offícerrs role in it l^Iere examined in this chapter. The literaLure

reviewed consisted of empirical research, investigations, descriptive

studies, theoretical analyses and individual commentaries, and, for the

most parl, T^ras concerned with the operation of conciliation in the

privaEe sector. A search of this literature for a símple ans\¡7er to the

question however, proved to be a search ín vaín. There appeared to be

I]. SUMMARY

ll *eeÞ.6. t
Journal of Conflict

?odel1 and Knapp, L969; and generally, Gaming Sectíon,
Eeqo_Lqlion, 1965-69.
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almost as many ans\^rers as t.here were studies, wíth one v¡riter emphasizing

the primacy of one seË of factors, and another wriËer emphasízing

another, and sometimes opposing set. Though the emphasis placed upon

the imporEance of factors varied with the writer, recogniËion, by most

\driters, of the particular importance of specific factors generally

a.ppeared to be a rnatter of degree rather than one of acceptance or

re jection. If the literature revie\^Ied could be considered as a

totality, the ansr¡/er to the queslion of what contributed to the

effecLiveness of conciliation in resolving negotiation dispuEes appeared

to be the operaËion and inËeraction of certain economic, psychological,

social, political and personal factors, and the skills and tactics

employed by the conciliator. The primacy of a particular set of factors

and the specific skills and Ëactics to be employed by a conciliator

depended, Eo a large extent) upon the circumstances of the particular

dispute. Such an ans\^7er suggesËed that success \¡7as a function of the

conditions surrounding a dispute, the conciliatorrs analysis of the

interacLion of these condiEions, and the resultant skil1s, Eactics and

course of action employed by the conciliator.



CHAPTER IV

METHODOLOGY

I. SOURCE OF THE DATA

The general purpose of this study r^7as to provide some insight

inËo the operation of the concilialion process in teacher-school board

collective bargaining in Manitoba. Data used to achieve this purpose

was drawn from the records of the MTS Economic inlelfare Department and

the personal experience of the investigator" This data was presented

in expository form in Chapter II.

The specific purpose of this study \^ias to identify factors and

conditions perceived by teacher and school board negotiators as having

assisted and/or influenced them in reaching agreement at conciliation.

The study was limited to conciliations that successfully resolved teacher-

school board negoËiation disputes in tulanitoba ín 1969. The major source

of data was the Leachers and school boards who reached agreement on

their 1969 coLLective agreements at the conciliation officer stage. A

secondary source of data was Lhe records of the MTS Economic Welfare

Department. This latter source provided information on the number of

successful conciliaEions, and the number and type of issues that were

in dispute at the time the concilj-ation officer intervened.

In the year under study, twenty teacher-school board negoËíation

disputes \^rere resolved at conciliation (see Table II, p.33). The

resoluËion of the twenty disputes however, involved only sixteen con-



cíliations because five of

within one school division

from the beginning, and contínued joint negotiations Lhrough conciliation.

Thus, the total source of data on assisting and influencing facËors and

conditions r.^Ias thirty-two teacher and school board committees. The

data was collecEed by means of a questionnaire
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the twenty \,rere elementary school distrícts

that had negotiated jointly with the teachers

and school board committees involved in the sixteen
t

tions.- The chairûìan r,üas chosen because he was generallv the mosc

A questionnaire was mailed to the chaírman

experienced negotiator on the committee. If he could not be contacted,

or did not respond, another member of the commiËtee was contacted

II. COLLECTION OF THE DATA

First of all, it seemed reasonable to presume that the factors and

conditions Èhat assisted and/or influenced the reaching of agreement

Each committee was limited to one questionnaire for two reasons

affected the total committee t,o, more or less, the same degree, so Ëhat

no more than one reply per committee \,tas required to identify these

factors and conditions. Secondly, and perhaps more importantly, it was

'Though these five districts conciliated jointly, they were
reported as five conciliations in the MTS records because bargaining
was conducted by the teachers under five separate bargaining certificaËes.
Had the conciliation offícer's efforts faíled to resolve the dispute,
separate conciliation meet.ings could have been held wiËh the teachers
and each of the school boards involved.

)-Names and addresses of school board committee chairmen and
members \4rere provided by E. R" McDonald, Director of Field Services,
a MAST staff officer. Names and addresses of teacher commíttee chairmen
and members v¡ere obtained from the records of the MTS Economic Welfare
Department.

of each of the teacher

successful concilÍa-
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decided thaL limiLíng each commj-ttee to one response prevented possíble

distortion of the signifÍcance of cerËain factors and conditions "

Skewing could easily occurr, Í.or example, if the total membershíp of

some committees responded to the survey whíle only a few members of

other commiEtees responded.
?

The questionnaires were mailed on August 20, L970"" An explanatory

covering letter (see Appendix A), and a stamped, self-addressed return

envelope were included with the questionnaire " A follo\¡r-up letter (see

Appendix B) was mailed on September 2L, L970 to those persons who had

not responded to the questionnaire by that time.

III. THE SURVEY INSTRU},ÍENT

the teacher and school board negotiators \^/as developed by the investigator.

It contained four major sections. The first section requested information

from the negotiaËor concerning his positl-on on the negotiation committee,

his experience as a negoLiat.or, his experience with conciliation, the

number of conciliaËion meetings held, the duraEion of these meetings,

and the st.age at which agreement was reached. To provide this information,

the respondent was asked to complete six specific staLements by checking

the appropriate response from among a number of responses provided for

each statement.

The questionnaire (see Appendix C) used to collect data from

The second section contained a list of eighty-five factors and

conditions which could have operated during conciliation to assist or

J^
Some delay and disruption occurred during the initial mailing

because of postal strikes.
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influence the parties in reaching agreemenL. The factors and conditions

listed were drawn primarily from the experience of the investigator.

In drawing up the lisE of conciliation officer factors however, the

investigator \^ras also assisted by the information and findings provided

by Landsberger (1960) and Meyer (f959-60). In addition, once the list

was compiled, its completeness was checked by consulting staff officers

of MAST and MTS, and the Director of Industrial Relations of the Manítoba

Department of Labour. Their suggestions assisted in modifying and

expanding the final list "

The respondents were asked to check all those factors and

conditions listed in the section that thev believed assisted and/or

influenced them in reaching agreement during conciliation. They were

cautioned to avoid checking factors and conditions on Ëhe basis of what

they thought ought to have helped them. It was suggested that as they

read through the section to check factors and conditions that they ask

themselves the quesEion--"Did this item assist or influence us in any

way in coming to a settlement?r'

The list of factors and conditions in Section II, though

extensive, could not possíbly be exhaustive. Thus, an open-ended

Lhird section was provided. The respondents were asked to list any

other factors and conditions that they believed assisted and/or influenced

them in reaching agreement.

In the fourth secËion, the respondents \,lere requested to pick

the ten factors and conditions they considered the most important in

assisting and influencing them in reaching agreement. The factors and

conditions \.üere to be picked from among all those checked in Section II



and listed in Section III " The respondents \^rere then a.sked to rank

these ten factors and conditions in their order of importance. A

table was provided listing the ranks from one, the most ímportant,

down to ten, with spaces next to each rank where the number of the

appropriate factor or condition could be entered "

A final page !,ras provided in each questionnaire where the

respondent could add any comments he wished, and could indicate wheËher

he wanted a copy of the final summary of Lhe findings and conclusions

of the study.

Each questionnaire was prefaced with an íntroduction which

provided some details and reasons for the study, asked for the nego-

tiator's assistance by providing the data requested, indicated the

approximaËe time required to complete the questionnaire, and thanked

Ehe respondent in advance for his co-operation and assistance.

Instructions for completing the questionnaire preceded each specific

se ction .

Though the questionnaire v/as not piloted, its final form was

the result of many consultations with staff members of both MTS and

MAST, and the Department of Labour's Director of Industrial Relations

who all offered suggestions and advice which assisted in its overall

development. It was decided that further modifications could not be

determined until after the questionnaire was actually used in the

survey of teacher and school board negotiators.

A1l major data was presented in

IV- PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

tabular form. Anv ídentification
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of school districts and divÍsíons Ëhat r^ras necessary in the presentation

and analysis of the daËa vras done by means of a code letter which had

been assj-gned to each. The identity of the districts and dívísions was

held ín confidence to encourage the frank and open assessment of factors

and conditions by each of the respondents.

Tables \,¿ere prepared that provided information on the respondents

to the survey; the conciliations surveyed; factors and conditions

assisting ar'd/or influencing sett.lement as checked, ranked and listed

by the respondents; comparisons of the factors and conditions checked

and ranked by teachers and boards; comparisons of faclors and conditions

checked and ranked by urban and rural respondents; and comparisons of

factors and conditions checked and ranked by experienced and inexperienced

negotiat.ors.

The responses \^7ere analysed to provide informaËion on the replies

used to obLain the data, Ehe number of urban ancl rural conciliations

covered by these replies, the number of teacher and board respondents,

and the area, position and experience of the respondents.

Analysis of the conciliations surveyed provided informaËion on

the number and types of issues in dispute, the number and length of con*

ciliation meetings held, and the stage at which agreement was reached.

Factors and conditions assisting and/or influencing seËtlement

\,rere analysed on the basis of all respondents to the survey, and com-

paratively for teacher and school board respondenËs, urban and rural

respondenls, and experienced and inexperienced negoËiator respondents.

The analysis ín all cases consÍdered each factor or condition on the

basis of the number of respondents checkíng it as being of assistance
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or influence in reaching settlement, the number of respondents assigning

it a rank, and the weight of all the rankings assigned to it" In the

case of all the respondents, the frequencies of the ranks assigned to

each facLor or condition were also considered. Respondent-listed

factors or conditions were listed for all respondents only--no comparative

analysis was made of these factors and conditions.

In dealing with the survey as a whole, only factors and conditions

checked by ten or more respondents \ùere identified and listed as assist-

ing and/or influencing the part.ies in resolving their dispute and reaching

agreement at concilj-aEion. In the comparisons between teacher and school

board respondents, urban and rural respondents, and experienced and

inexperienced respondents, only factors and conditions checked by more

than half of the specific respondents \^7ere identified and lisÈed. The

importance of factors and conditions in assisting andfor influencing

settlement \^ias determined by assigning weights of ten down to one to

the ranks one to ten (e.g. rank one was assigned ireight ten, rank two

was assigned weighL nine, and so on), and then totalling the weights

for al1 the rankings assigned by the respondents for each of the factors

and conditions. Factors and conditions with weighted rankings totalling

2L or higher \^Iere considered of some importance and were listed. trdhen

comparing the specific groups of respondents however, the ten factors

and conditions with Ehe highest weighted rankings on the basis of the

rankings assÍ-gned by each group were used.

All factors and conditions listed in the questionnaire fell into

one of eight general categories. These categories, established by the

investigator, included time factors (2.01 to 2"13); procedural factors
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(2"L4 to 2.25); nature of conciliation factors (2.26 to 2.32); nature

of arbitration factors (2.33 to 2"39); economic factors (2"40 to 2.51);

concilíation officer factors (2.52 to 2"68) whích were sub-divided on

the basis of Landsberger's (f960) categories of intellectual skills

(2.52 to 2.57), tough human relations factors (2"58 to 2"64) and soft

human relations factors (2"65 to 2.68); other pressure factors (2.69

to 2.75); and staff officer factors (2.76 to 2.85). By taking the top

checked and ranked facEors and conditions and determining Ëhe categories

to which Ehey belonged, the relative importance of certain types of

factors and conditions that assisted and/or influenced the respondents

in reaching agreement at concilíation was established.



The data in this chapter is analysed and presented Ín a seríes

of twenty-one tables in six sections. In Section I four tables provide

information on the replies and the respondents to this survey. Four

tables in Section II provide details of the conciliations surveyed--the

issues in dispute, the number and length of meetings, and the stage agree-

ment was reached. The factors and conditions assistíng and/or influenc-

ing settlement at conciliation are analysed in four tables in Section

III. The factors and conditions perceived bv teacher and school board

respondents, by urban and rural respondents, and by experienced and inex-

perienced negotiator respondents as assisting and/or influencing them in

resolving their dispute and reaching agreement are compared respectively

in three tables in each of sections rv, v, and vr. A short summary con-

cludes the chapter.

CHAPTER V

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

Table III summarLzes the response to the survey questionnaire by

the teacher and school board negotiators contacted. out of a total

possible 32 replies, 16 were received from teacher negotiators and l0

from school boarrl naonfiât-ôre Síx board negotiators did not reply. One

reply from both a teacher and a board negotiator lvas unusable. Thus, the

data in this chapter r¡Ias based upon 24 usable replies, 15 from teacher

negotiators and 9 from school board negotiators. Expressed in percentages,

THE RESPONDENTS
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t.he survey received an 8L% response, and the data presented and analysed

was based upon an usable return of. 75%"

TABLE III

Possible replies
No reply
Unusable replies
Usable replies

RESPONSE TO SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE

Usable replies as percentage
of possible replies

The teacher and school board negotiators contact.ed represented

the committees in the five urban and eleven rural teacher-school board

conciliations initially involved in this study. Table IV indicates that

Teacher Board
Negotiators Negotiators

L6

0

I
15

Conciliations surveyed

Both teachers and boards responded

Teachers responded only
Boards responded only

Conciliatíons covered by
¡rerhla ranliaq

l6
o

t
o

56.25

Totals

CONCILIATIONS SURVEYED BY TYPE
OF RESPONSE AND AREA

6

¿

') /,

75 .00

TABLE IV

Urban Rural

5

2

0

5

l1
6

4

0

10

Totals

L6

9

6

0

L5
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responses v/ere received from both the teacher and school board negotiator

in nine of the conciliations--three of the five urban. and six of the

eleven rural. Teacher negotiators only responded in the other two urban

and four rural conciliations. One rural conciliat.ion was not covered by

this study because the school board negotiator did not ïespond and the

response from the teacher negotiator \Ä/as unusable. This study therefore

covered fifteen successful teacher-school board conciliations. Five of

these were urban with responses from five teacher and three board neqoti-

ators, and ten \.n7ere rural with responses from ten teacher and six board

negotiaËors .

The respondents' positions on their ïespective negotÍating com-

mittees are shown in Table V. The nine school board repondents were all

TABLE V

RESPONSES BY AREA AND POSITION
OF RESPONDENTS

Teachers

Board s

Totals

Chairman Member

Urban

chairmen of their committees. Eleven of the teacher respondents r,rere

committee chairmen and four were committee members. Three of the four

teacher members were from urban areas and one was from a rural aïea.

The negotiating and conciliation experience of the respondents

is outlined in Table vr. Almost all the respondents had t\nro oï more

2

tr

U

Chairman Member

Rural

3

q

6

15

I
U

Totals

1

L5

9

24
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years exPerience \^lith negotiatíons. One teacher and one board respon-

dent, both from urban areas, indícated that the year under study was the

first experience v/íth negotiations. Experience with conciliation how-

ever, was evenly divided. Twelve respondents had no previous experience

with conciliation, and twelve had been involved in one or more previous

conciliations. 0f the twelve with no previous conciliation experience,

nine were teacher (four urban and five rural) and three were board (one

urban and two rural) respondents. The twelve wíth conciliation experi-

ence included six teacher (one urban and five rural) and six board (two

urban and four rural) respondents.

TABLE VI

RESPONSES BY EXPERIENCE OF

RESPONDENTS AND AREA

Tea cher s

Boards

Totals

I e|- \zê2r
- " - 

. J v'. a

Urban Rural

Negotiations

t0
l0

Rather than present the variety of individual proposals ín dispute

in each of the fifteen teacher-school board conciliations used for this

study, the j.ssues in dispute \^/ere grouped and placed in one of fourteen

categories. The categories established were salary scales, responsibility

2 or more yrs

2

Exper í-ence

Urban Rural

0

410
26

lst conciliation

6

II. THE CONCILIATIONS

Conciliations

Urban Rural

T6

45
L2

5

2 or more

rban Rural

7

r5
24

9
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allowances, other allor,¡ances, experience recognition, leaves, insurances,

medical benefits, rates, classification, fee deduction, auxillary person-

nel, discretionary payments, preparation tÍme, and effective period. I^Iith

the exception of the last Ëhree categories, each category covered and

íncluded a number of related issues. The number of issues covered by a

category varied from two to six. The category "fee deducationît, for

example, included those proposals which deaLt wiLh at-source deduction

of both provincial l'lTS and local association fees: whilc fha n:rsge¡y

"other allowancesrr included those proposals which dealt wÍth allowances

for additional courses, special teacher designatÍons, marital stacus,

geographic location, and extra-curricular duties.

The categories covered issues in four general areas usually dealt

with by collecEive bargaining--salary, fringe benefits, workíng conditions

and contract administration. Most of the categories however, v/ere in the

areas of salary and fringe benefits.

Table VII lists the fourteen categoríes of issues and shows the

number of conciliations in which each of the categories was in dispute.

The categories effective period, preparation time and discretionary pay-

ments were in disput.e in one conciliation only, though not necessarily

the same one. Auxillary personnel and fee deduction were in dispute in

two concilíations each. Experience recognition was an item of díspute in

three conciliations. Four conciliations dealt with the issues of medical

benefits and classification, while five dealt wiËh insurances and rates.

Leaves were in dispute in eight conciliations, other allo¡tiances in ten,

responsibility allowances in twelve, and salary scales in fourteen.

Though there \Âras a wide variety of issues in dispute in the con-
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ciliatíons studied, the majority of issues involved monetary changes of

some form or other as most issues fell into the areas of salarv and

fringe benefits. lvlost of the concíliations as well were the result of

disputes on salary and fringe benefit issues. All conciliations but one,

dealt with issues on salary scales, all but three with responsibility

allowances, and all but five with other allowances. One-half of the

conciliations were concerned with frínge benefit issues. 0n1y three of

the conciliations were concerned with workíng condition issues.

TABLE VII

CATEGORIESA OF ISSUES IN DISPUTE
BY NUMBER OF CONCILIATIONS

S:l¡rr¡ qc:1aq

Respons ibility allowances
Other allowances
Experience recognition
Leaves
Insurances
Medical benefits
Rates (hourly, daily)
Classification
Fee deduction
Auxillary personnel
Discretionary payments
Pronn rq f i nn 'l.'í ma

Effective period

Number of conciliations
category was in dispute

oCategories include all issues related to the item. For example,
'rSalary scale'r íncludes minimum, maximum and increments; and ttI,eaves"
includes sabbatical, compassionate, sick, examination, executive duties,
and other leaves.

The number of categories of issues in dispute in each of the con-

Source: MTS Economic Welfare Department records

L4
L2
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3

B
tr)
4
J

4
2

¿

I
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ciliations is shown in Table VIII. The number ranged from one to nine.

Three of the concj-liations had only one category in dispute, one had two,

two had three, three had four, one had six, two had eight, and three had

nine. WhÍle none of the conciliations involved more than nine catesories

of issues in dispute, a number of the conciliations had more than nine

specific issues in dispute. This was possible since all but three of

the categories each covered a number of specific issues.

TABLE VIII

CONCILIATIONS BY NUMBER OF CATEGORIES
OF ISSUES IN DISPUTEA

Conciliation

C
TI

E

F
(:

H

I
J
K
M

N

o
Y

a
D

Number
in

gories of issues in
proposals in dispute
specific proposal.

Source: MTS

*I^Jnt-le none

of categories
d i enrr to

4
o

1

4
n

4
3

8

B
q

I
6

I

Economic trnlelfare DepartmenË records

of the conciliati-ons involved more than nine cate-
dispute, a number of them had more than nine specific
for each category could include more than one

The variation in both the number and length of the conciliation



meetings held by the conciliation officer to effect settlement is out-

lined in Table IX. In the case of nine conciliations, the conciliation

TABLE IX

l\ìlmnêr ô1 mêêrl n9q

CONCILIATIONS BY NU},1BER AND LENGTH OF }.,IEETINGS

One

Two or more

Total s

officer held one meeting. These meetings varied in Length from less than

four hours to more than eight hours. Two conciliations had one meeting

of four hours or less, three had one meeËing more than four hours long

but less than eight hours, and four had one meeting of eight hours or

more. Six conciliations involved t\n/o or more meetings, and these too

varied in length--two of four hours or less, one of more than four hours

but less than eight hours, and three of eight hours or more.

Settlement at the concíliation stage \,üas not always effected at

a meeti-ng of the parties and the concíliation officer. Table X indicates

the stage at which the issues \^Iere finally resolved and agreement was

reached in the fifteen concilíations studied. Ten concilíations were

settLed at a conciliation meeting with the assistance of a conciliation

officer. Three others lüere settled af ter conciliation meetines had been

held but with the assistance of a conciliation officer. In the case of

one of the conciliations, the parties themselves rüere able to work out

an agreement after conciliatign maa|-ínoe hqd haan þsld. In one other

4 hrs. more than 4 8 hrs.
or less less than 8 hrs. or more

I ensfh of meefinqc

2

2

4

I

4

4

2

Total s

7

v

6

t5
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in dispute l^/ere resolved by the parties \^/ith

MAST staff officers after conciLiation meet-

At concilialion meeËíng with conciliation
officer assistance
After conciliation meeting(s) with concili-
ation officer assistance
After conciLiation meeting(s) by committees
themselves

After conciliation meeting(s) by committees
with I4TS or I'IAST staff assistance

CONCILIATIONS BY STAGE AGREEMENT I^IAS REACHED

Agreement reached

TABLE X

Table xr lists all the factors and conditions listed in the survey

TABLE XI

Number of conciliations

FACTORS AND CONDITIONS CHECKED BY RESPONDENTS AS ASSISTING
OR INFLUENCING THEM IN REACHING SETTLEI.,IENT BY NIN4BER OF

CHECKS, BY NTIMBER OF RANKINGS, BY RANKS ASSIGNED
BY FREQUENCY, AND BY WEIGHT OF RANKINGS

III. INFLUENCING FACTORS

Factor or
cono l_Et-on

LO

2.0L
2.02
2n?
2.04
2.05
2 "06
2.07

Total
checks

7

6

3

ll
6

I

Total
rankings

I
0

I
U

U

Ranks Assigned by Frequency

1 2 1
J 5 6 7

I

8 q

ToËal
weight of
ranking sD10

5

0
0
I
0
0
U

I
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cond iti-ona

2 .08
2.09
2.L0
2,LL
2.L2
2 17
2.L4
2.L5
2.L6
2.L7
2 "L8
2 1q

2.20
2.2L
2.22
2.23
2.24
2.25
2.26
2.27
2.28
))o
??n
2.3L
)?2
2.33
2.34

2.36
2 ?-l
??R
??q
2.40
2.4L
2.42
2.43
2 LL'"

2,46
2.47
I /,9.

t /,a

2.50
2.5L
¿.)¿

ToEal
checks

TABLE XI--Continued

6

6
tr
J
q

7

t
B

l0
L7

U

L4

L2
l5
I

LO

L3
1B

B
tr)
2

L2
7

2

L4

^13
?

t0
I
I

l3
L6
lt
tl

4
4
B

l0
l0
l0

tr
J

5

3

10

Total
rankings

4
2

0
I
U

0
?

6

0
3

0
1

4
U

1

4
7

3

3

I
7

0
I

10

q

2
5

U

I

11
6

5

U

4
4

4

4
4
1

I

Ranks Assigned by Frequency
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Tota 1

weight of
rankingsb

1B
7

0
5

U

U

0
ll
21,

0
L7

0
4
6

0
4

L9
34
l3
11

+
45

U
2

74
JO

7L
1l
23

0

36
8B
43
30

0
L9
2B
37
1nLL

47
29
¿+

1

8

3
I
2tL
I

2t3

ltt

I
3t2

I

I
(

I

2

I
I

1

I

1
,)

I

I

2

1



Factor or
cond itiona

2.s4
? 55

2.56

?qR

2 "60
2.6L
1^2
2.63
2.64
2.65
2.66
¿.o /
2.68
2.69
2.70
2.7L
2.72
2.73
2.74
2.75
2.76
2 "77
2.78
I 7q

2.80
2.8L
2.82
,R?
2.84
2.85

Total
che cks

TABLE XI--Continued

7

3

8

4
h

2

l0
7

6

L2

7

4
o

8
1I

2

2

2

2

4
tr
J

o

L2
cJ

10
I

10
7

I
L2

6

Total
rankings

U

0
2
U

4
0
1
')

q

5

I

U

2

2

t
1

tJ

0
I
2

2

I
o

0
3

0
4
0
I
2
a

Ranks Assigned by Frequency

I 2 3 4

L

I

5 7

I

B

6B

l0

Total
r^zoi ohf nf

rankingsD

1

I

¿

I
I

I
2

L

2

U
n

U

L2

)')
U

X

26
29

t
')./,

U

l0
5

)

(_,

0

tl
1l

1

0
10

0
22

tJ

v

L4
l0

t
2

I

I

asee Appendix C, Section II, for verbal description of faccor or
condition.

"Ranks 1 to 10 were assÍgned weights from 10 to t. The total
weight for each factor or condítion ranked was determined by adding the
weights of all the ranks assigned to the factor or condition by the
respondent.s.
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questionnaire, indicates the total number of respondents who checked each
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factor or condition as being of assistance and /or ínfLuence in reaching

agreement at conciliation, indicates the total number of rankings assigned

to each factor or condition by the respondents, summarizes the number of

specific ranks assigned to each factor or condition, and gives the total

weight of rankings for each factor or condition.

All factors and conditions buË one \^/ere checked by respondents at.

least once as being of assistance and/or influence in reaching agreement

at conciliation. Eight factors were checked by one respondent, seven

factors were checked by t\,ro respondents, five factors were checked by

three respondents, five were checked by four, six were checked by five,

twelve were checked by six, seven by seven, five by eight, tv/o by nine,

ten by ten, Ëhree by eleven, five by twelve, three r,¡ere checked by

t.hirteen, t\üo factors were checked by f ourteen respondents , one \^/as

checked by fifteen, one by sixteen, one by seventeen, and one by eighteen

respondents.

The number of factors and conditions checked by each of the

respondents ranged from nine to fifty-six. The median number checked

v/as t\^/enty-six. The specific factors and conditions that were checked

by ten or more respondents as being of assistance or influence in reach-

ing agreement are listed in the next table.

Not all the factors and conditions checked as beíne of assistance

andfor influence in reaching agreement at conciliation were ranked as

being one of the ten most important factors and conditions, Though

generally, those factors and conditions lhat \.^rere checked by most of the

respondents v/ere also ranked most of t- an ¡ e hai no âfltofrg the ten most

important, it did not always follow, f.or a number of highty checked
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facËors and conditions received few rankings. As well, a number of

factors and condÍtions that were checked by relatively few respondents

received a comparatively high number of rankings.

Twenty-six factors and conditions were assigned no ranks at all

by the respondents. They included a range of factors and conditions

that were checked by one respondent only through to tr¡ro that were checked

by eight respondents. Seventeen fact.ors and conditions were assigned one

rank by the respondents. These ranged from three that were checked by

one respondent to one that was checked by twelve respondents. Nine

factors were assigned two ranks, and these ranged from one that was

checked by three respondents to one checked by twelve. Six fact,ors were

ranked three times and included one factor checked by fÍve respondents

and one checked by fourteen. Ten factors received four rankings and

included one factor checked by four respondents and one checked by fif-

teen. Seven factors were assigned five ranks including one factor checked

by seven respondents to one factor checked by twelve. Five factors rang-

ing from one checked by ten respondents to one checked by sevenËeen

received six rankings. Two factors, one checked by twelve respondents

and one checked by eighteen, vlere ranked seven times. One factor each,

t¡iËh thirteen, fourteen and sixteen checks by respondents, \^7as ranked

nine, ten and eleven times respecËive1y.

Fifty-nine factors and conditions were ranked by the respondents.

The number of rankings per factor ranged from one to eleven with three

as the median number of ranks assigned. The number of rankings assigned

did not total 24O because not all respondents ranked ten factors and

conditions, and some respondents ranked respondent-listed factors and



conditions. Eighteen respondents ranked t.en factors and conditions,

while six ranked less than ten. Five respondents ranked respondent-

listed factors.

The ranks assigned to specific facËors and conditions by Ëhe res-

pondents varied as widely as from one to ten--from the most j-mportant to

the least important of those factors ranked. Ltlhile most of the ranked

factors with mulËiple rankings received different ranks, the top-ranked

factors were assigned a number of same ranks by the respondents. The

highest number of same ranks assigned to one factor was five firsts.

Three firsts were assigned in one case, three thirds in two cases- three

fourths once, three fifths once, three sixths once, and three eighths

once. The same rank was assigned twice in twenty-seven cases, and L22

single ranks \^rere assigned.

The factor with the highest number of rankings receíved five

firsts, L\,ro sevenths, and single ranks of second, third, fourth and fif th.

The next highest factor with a total of ten rankings vras assigned three

firsËs, tv/o thirds, three fourËhs, one fifth and one tenth. The factor

with nine rankings received two firsts, one second, three thirds, t\,ro

fourths, and one seventh. one other factor received two firsts. E\^ro

thirds and single rankings of fourt.h and seventh. No other factors

received more than one first ranking.

Using weights of ten to one, the ranks assigned to each factor

and condition were weighted and totalled to provide a weight of rankings

for each factor ranked. The weight of rankíngs for the fifty-nine ranked

factors ranged from one to eighty-eight. one factor had a weight of

eighty-eight, the weights of two factors were in the seventies, three

7L
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factors were in the forties, seven factors in the thirties, níne ín the

twenties, sixteen in the tens, and twenty-one in the ones. The top-

ranked factors and conditions with rankings weighted twenty-one or higher

are listed in Table XIII.

Table XII lists and describes the t\^/enty-seven faclors and condi-

TABLE XII

Factor or
cond ition

FACTORS AND CONDITIONS CHECKED BY TEN OR MORE
RESPONDENTS AS ASSISTING OR INFLUENCING

THEM IN REACHING SETTLEMENT

2.25

2.L6

A staff officer from the Teachers' Society
Central Office T¡/as present at the concilia-
fi nn maafinsc

2.40

Verbal description

The conciliation officer kept the two
negotiating committees separated during the
conciliation meetings .

The contents of recently renegotiated collec-
tive agreements in surrounding school districts
and divisíons.

The issues in dispute v/ere resolved by deal-
ing with each in very specífic terms.

The issues in dispute \^rere well defined by the
negot.íating committees before conciliation
meetings began.

We wanted to reach a settlement.

A staff officer from the Trusteesr Associ-at.ion
Central Office $Ias Dresent at the conciliation
meetings.

tr^/e did not thínk we could get a better agree-
ment through an arbitration award.

The best agreement is always one that is con-
cluded by the t\nto negotiating parties.

2.2L

2.LB

2.32

2.24

Number of
respondents

,?o

1B

L7

L6

l5

L4

L4

l3

L3

L3



Factor or
cond it ion

2.20

'lA.tsL.U XII- -Continued

Time was spent during the first concíli-
ation meetÍng in exploring and clarifying
the last position of both negotiating com-
mittees on all issues in dispute.

The other committee adopted a more
realistic position during conciliation and
was willing to compromise.

The conciliation officer's genuine and
active concern in trying to work out a
settlement.

The Trustees' and/or Teachersr staff
officer's general knowledge of collective
bargainíng and the conciliation process.

The Trusteesr and/or Teachersr staff
officerrs knowledge of the contents of oËher
teacher-school board collective åEïeemenfs

Conciliation meetings \^rere held during the
afternoon andfor evening.

The contents of recently renegotiated collec-
tive agreements in school district.s and
divisions throughout the province.

Settlements recently reached in other teacher-
school board conciliatíons.

Conciliation resulted because both negotiaË-
ing parties believed that the assj-stance of
a conciliation of f icer \^ras necessarv.

Time was spent during Ëhe first conciliaËion
meeting in clarifying the role of the concili-
ation officer.

The liabiliËies Lhat mighr arise from going
to arbitration outweighed the benefits.

Recent changes in general economic conditions.

Recent changes in local economic conditions.

2.29

Verbal description

2.63

2.77

2 "84

2.04

2 "4L

Number of
respondenLs

t)

2 "42

2 "L5

L2

2.23

L2

2.36

2.46

2.47

L2

L2

l2

11

l1

ll

10

10

l0

IU

10



Factor or
cond ition

2 "48

2.52

TABLE XII--Continued

The general financial position of the
school district or division.

2.60

2.79

The conciliation officer's genera,l
knowledge of the collecËive bargaining
process.

The conciliation officerrs patience.

The Trustees' and /or Teachersr staff
officer's understanding of the issues in
dispute.

The Trusteesr arrdfor Teachersr staff
officerrs active concern in trying to work
out a settlement 

"

Verbal description

2.8L

tions checked by ten or more respondents as assisting andfor influencing

them in reaching agreement at conciliaËion. 0f these, eíght were pro-

cedural factors, including the two top-checked factors--the presence of

a MTS staff officer at the conciliation meeËing, and the separation of

Ëhe two negotiating committees during Ehe meetings. Six of the top-

checked factors \.üere economic íncluding the third highesË, Ehat is, the

impact of recently negotiated collective agreements in Ëhe surrounding

area. Four of the factors fell into the staff officer category, three

into the nature of arbitration and three ínto the conciliation officer

category. Of the 1aËter, one top-checked factor was in the intellectual

skills category, t\nro in the Eough human relations category and none in

the soft human relations caËegory. Two factors were in the nature of

conciliation category and one in the t.ime factors category. None of the

top-checked factors vrere in the other pressures category.

Number of
respondents

74

10

10

10

l0

l0
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Factors and conditions with rankings weighted 21 or higher ranked

by the respondents as assisting andfor influencing them in reaching a

settlement are listed and described in Table xrrr. Eight of these

TABLE XIII

FACTORS AND CONDITIONS I^IITH RANKINGS I^/EIGHTED 21
OR HIGHER RANKED BY RESPONDENTS AS ASSISTING

OR INFLUENCING SETTLEMENT

Factor or
cond ition

2.40 The contents of recently renegoËiated
collective agreements ín surrounding
school districts and divísí.ons.

2.32 trnle wanted to reach a settlement.

2.34 l^le did not think we could get a better
agreement through an arbitration award.

2.48 The general financial position of the
school district or division.

2.29 The other committee adopted a more
realistíc positíon during conciliation
and was willing to compromise.

2.4L The contents of recently renegoËiated
collective agreements in school districts
and divisions throughout the province.

Verbal description

2.46 RecenE changes in general economic condi- 3j
tions.

2.33 inle had always settled our o\.^in problems and 36
did not T¡rant an outside arbitration board
Ëo decide the contents of our collective
agreement.

Weight of
rankings

2.77 The Trusteesr and/or Teachers' staff
officer's up-Lo-date informatíon on current
teacher-school board nesofi:ti one

2.39 The best agreement is always one that is
concluded by the tr,ìto negotíating parties.

BB

74

7L

4/

JO

36



Factor or
cond ition

2.25 A staff officer from the Teachersr Society 34
Central Office r^ras present at the concili-
ation meetings.

TABLE XIII--Continued

2.65 The conciliat.ion officer's ability to
inspire trust and confidence.

2.42 Settlements recently reached in other
teacher-school board conciliati-ons .

2.63 The conciliation officer's genuine and
active concern in trying to work out a
settlement.

Verbal description

2.49 The general financial positíon of the local 29
municipality (s) .

2.45 Recent changes in the cost of líving.

2,62 The conciliation officer's wíllingness
and ability to sell our position to the
other committee.

2.50 The level of financial support provided by 24
the provi-ncial governmenË.

2.36 The liabilities that might arise from going 23
to arbitration outweighed the benefits.

2.L6 The conciliation officer kept the two 23
negotiating committees separated during
the conciliation meetings.

2.58 The conciliaËion officer's persistence in 22
trying to get us to settle.

76

In/eight of
rankings

34

2.8L The Trusteesr and/or Teachers' staff
officerrs active concern in trying to work
out a settlement.

30

29

ti,/enty-t\^ro top-ranked factors and conditions vlere economíc including the

top-ranked influencing factor--recently renegotiated collective asree-

28

26

22
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ments in surrounding school districts and divisions. Other factors in

this category íncluded the financial position of the districË or division

collective agreements renegotiated throughout the province, general

economic conditions, other settlemenËs reached through concilíation,

the financial position of the local municipaLity, cost of living changes,

and the financial support provided by Ëhe provincial government.

-' Four factors were in the nature of arbitration category including

the third highest ranked influencing factor, that is the belief that a

better agreement could not be achieved through arbitration. The oËher

influencing factors included Ëhe fact that the parties had always settled

their own problems and did not want an outside party to decide on the

contents of their collective agreement, the belief that the best agree-

ment is one concluded by the parties themselves, and the belief that the

liabilities that might arise from going to arbitratíon outweighed the

benefits.

The conciliation officer factors category accounted for four top-

ranked influencing factors though none of them were among the top ten.

No intellectual skills factors v/ere top-ranked. Three tough human rela-

tions factors--the conciliation officerrs genuine and active'concern in

trying to work out a setElement, his wíllingness and ability to sell

one party's position to the other party, and his persistence in trying

Ëo get the parties to settle; and one soft human relations factor--the

conciliation officer's abilíty to inspire trust and confidence; \ìiere

Lop-ranked from this category.

The nature

factors including

of

the

concilíation category produced two top-ranked

second highest ranked factor, the desire to reach
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a settlement. The other factor was the belief that the other committee

lras more realistic during conciliation and willing to compromíse,

Two staff officer factors, their up-to-date j-nformation on

current teacher-school board neeotiations and theír active concern ín

trying to work out a settlement; and t\,Jo procedural factors, presence

of a MTS staff officer at the conciliation meetings and the separation

of the t\^ro negotíatíng committees during concilíation; were also among

the top-ranked influencíng factors.

No time factors or other pressures factors hrere top-ranked.

Of the top ten top-ranked factors and conditions four were

economic, three were in the nature of arbitration category, t\,ro were ín

Ëhe nature of conciliation category, and one was in the staff offícer

category. Except for the absence of conciliation officer factors, the

top ten factors follor,¡ed the same category sequerice as all the top-

ranked factors.

A comparison of Tables XII and XIII índicates that twelve of the

t\^/enty-seven top-checked factors and conditions \n/ere not among the top-

ranked. These included six procedural factors, tr^7o conciliation officer

factors, t\^Io staff officer fact.ors, one economic factor, and one time

factor. None of these excluded top-checked factors received a weighted

rankiÌrg sreâter than four. Of the seven factors that were ton-ranked

only, t\^7o T¡rere checked by fíve respondents, three by síx respondents,

one by seven and one by eíght. One of these appeared in the top ten

top-ranked. Of the top ten ranked factors and conditions, six were also

among the top ten checked.

Factors and conditions listed by respondents as assisting or
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influencing them in reaching settlement, and the ranks, if any, assigned

to them are outlined in Table XIV. Some difficultv \^/as experienced in

FACTORS AND CONDITIONS LISTED BY RESPONDENTS AS
ASSISTING OR INFLUENCING THEY IN REACHING

SETTLEI'{ENT AND RANKS ASSIGNED TO THEM

ResoondenE listed factor or condition

3.0r
3.02

3.03

3 .04

3 .05

3.06

J.U/

3 .08

3 .09

3 .10

3.lt

3.L2

3 .13

3.L4

3 "ts
3.r6

3.L7

Approaching end of June added time pressure.

Tired. (Conciliation meetings held at níght
after full day's work.)

Only one item in dispute.
Provided other parLy wíth opportunity to save
face.
Provided us with a ceremoníal.

TABLE XIV

Provided opportunity to reveal your position
without making a total commitment.

Provided opportunity to obtain fairly realisti-
cally the otherts position.
Recent arbitratíon a\,'iards in neighboring divisions.
Depressed local economic conditions.
ConciliaËion officer had adequate knowledge of
partiest positions and issues in dispute.
Both parties v¡ere knowledgeable of collective
bargaining and its procedures.

Teachersr staff officer's persistence and tíming
in use of negoËiation skills.
One board member on a payroll.
lviembers pressured negotiating committee to settle.
Approval by membership.

ParËies wanted to maintain existins friendl v
relations.
Inter- and intra-group psychological factors.

Rank
ass igned

I
1!

z

2

LO

6
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drawing up the respondent-listed factors and conditíons. Many respond-

ents used Section III in the questionnaire as an opportunit.y to express

annoyances, their philosophy of collective bargaining, rationalizations

for their situation, what ought to help in reaching settlement, what.

prevented the reaching of agreement around the bargaining table, or a

rephrasing of factors and conditions lísted in Section II rather than to

list specific factors or conditions. Nonetheless, seventeen listings

\Álere considered plausible factors or conditions and v/ere presented in

the Tab1e. None of the listed factors or conditions was suggested by

more than one respondent, but one respondent may have listed more than

one factor.

The factors and conditions listed fe11 into seven of the qeneral

categories. six factors v¡ere in the other pressures category, four in

lhe naLure of conciliation category, t\'úo vzere economic, one hras in each

of the time, procedural, conciliation officer and staff officer factors

categories, and one l¡/as specificaLly psychological. Seven of the factors

were ranked.

Table XV lists all the factors and conditions lisËed in the

survey questÍonnaire, índicat.es the number of teacher and school board

respondents who checked each factor or condition as being of assistance

and/ot influence in reaching agreement at conciliation. indíiates the

number of teacher and school board respondents who ranked each facror

or conditi-on, and gives the total weight of rankings for each factor or

condition on Ëhe basis of teacher and school board respondent rankings.

IV. TEACHER-SCHOOL BOARD RESPONSES COMPARED



COMPARISON OF FACTORS AND CONDITIONS CHECKED BY TEACHERS
AND BOAR-DS AS ASSISTING OR IMLUENCING THEM IN

REACHING SETTLEMENT BY NUMBER OF CHECKS,
BY NI]MBER OF RANKINGS, AND BY

i^IEIGHT OF RANKINGS

Factor or
cond itiona

2.OL
2.02
2.03
2.04
2.05
¿.uo
2.01
2.08
2.09
2.L0
2.LL
2.L2
2.L3
2.L4
) 1\
2.L6
2.L7
2.L8
2.L9
2.20
2.2L
2.22

2.24
2.25
2.26
2.27
2.28
2.29
2.30
2.3L
2.32
2.33
2.34
2.35
2.36
2.37
2.38

TABLE XV

Total checks

Tea chers Boards

Tnfs ì r¡nl¡-ínoq

Teachers Boards

81

LTcioht nf r:nÞinsq

1

I

I

1

t

Tea chers Boards

tr

0
U

I

L2
6

U

U

0
0
0

tl
L7

tl
U

U

5
0
4
9

32
11

B

4
L7

U
?

59
36
q5

LO

2L
0
3

0
0
t_.,

U

U

U

U

6

t
0
5

0
0
0
0
6

0

U

4
I
U

0
10

L

L

J

0
28

0
U

15
0

L6
I
2

0
U



Factor or
conditiona

2.39
2.40
2.4L
2.42
) /,').

2.44
/ 41

2.46
2.47
2.48
1 /,O

2.50
2.5t
2.52

? 5q

2.56
2.57
2.58
2.59
2.60
2.6L
¿.o¿
2.63
2.64
2.65
2.66
2.67
2.68
2.69
2.70
2.7L
2.72
2.73
2.74
2.75
2.76
2.77
) 7R

2.79
2.80
2.8L

Total checks

Teachers Boards

TABLE XV--Continued
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1

I
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tr
J

6

5

2
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2

7

4
2

4
J

4
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5

6

4
7
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6

5

I
I
2

I
2

2

3

8

6

I
o

TotaI rankings

l
o

J

4
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?

5

4
5

I
?

3
1

+
I
2

2

0
5
I
2

5

0
4
I
?

0
I
0
1

0
1

4
2

U

4

Teachers Boards

9

4
5

0
Z

3

3
2
I
¿

1

0
U

U

0
U

I
0
2

0
I
2

4
4
I
?

0
I
L

I
I
U

0
1I

I
I
0

0
1

0

ight of rankíngs

?

2

2

0
0

I
2

L

5

¿

I
I
0
0
0
I
0
2

IJ

0
0
I
I
U

2

0
I
0
0
0

0
0
I
1

I
I

0
2

0
I

Teachers Boards

B2

L6
68
24
30

0
9

¿U

¿v

10
L7

7

0
0
0
0
0
2

0
L2

0

I
24
22

2

15
U

7

5

2
3

0
0
o

8

6

0
2L

0
I
U

18

20
20
L9

0
0

10
R

L7
9

37
I2
L7
I
I
0
0
0

l0
0

10
0
0
0
2

7

0
L9

0
3

0
0
U

0
0
U

5
l

15
0
9

0
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Factor or
cond i Liona

2.82
2.83
2.84
2.85

Total checks

Teachers Boards

TABLE XV--Contínued

'See Appendix C, Section II for verbal description of factor or
condition.

Teacher respondents checked al1 listed factors and condítions,

except one, at least once. The number of factors and conditions checked

by teacher respondents ranged from ten to fifty-six, with twenËy-six as

the median number checked. School board respondents on the other hand

checked all listed factors and conditions, except eighteen, at leasË

once. The number checked by board respondents ranged from nine to thirty-

fíve, with twenty-t\^Io as the median number checked. Only one factor \iras

not checked by any respondenË.

4
I
7

5

Total rankings

0
5

I

Teachers Boards

1

2
?

wErör¡L ur !d!!n!!16Þ

U

U

0
U

Teachers Boards

ÕJ

Twelve teacher respondents each ranked ten factors and condítions

and three ranked less than ten. Six school board respondents each ranked

ten factors and condiËions and three ranked less than ten. Teacher res-

pondents ranked a total of fifty-four factors and conditions while board

respondents ranked a total of forty. Twenty-one factors and conditions

were ranked once by teacher respondents, eleven were ranked twice, eleven

were ranked three times, four four times, three five times and one each

was ranked six, seven, eight and nine times. School board respondents

ranked twenty-t.hree factors once, twelve twice, t.hree three times, one

0

L4
l0

0
U

0
0



four times and one five times. Twenty-six factors rüere noË ranked by

any respondent.

Factors and conditions checked by more than half the teacher

and board respondents as assisting or influencing them in reaching

settlement are compared in Table XVI. Eleven factors and conditions

TABLE XVI

FACTORS AND CONDITIONS CHECKED BY MORE THAN HALF THE
TEACHERS AND BOARDS AS ASSISTING OR INFLUENCING

THEM IN REACHING SETTLEMENT

More than half teachers checked

Factor or Teachers (Boards
conditiona checked checked)

2.25
2.32
2.L6';c

') ?/,

2.36
2. L8'k
¿.¿v
2.4L
2.77

t4
L2
11
l0
l0
10

R

B

8
R

84

(4)
(2)
(6)
(s)
(3)
(6)
(r)
(6)
(4)
(3)
(4)

More than half boards checked

:kFacËor checked
-^^^^'.J^^f^r çÞPvrrucrrLù .

asee Appendix C,
condition.

Factor or
conditíona

2.24
2.39
2.L6;,
2 . 1B''.
2.29
2.40s,
2.04
2.2L-:<
2.46
2.48
2.60
,6?
) RL-

were checked by more than half the

were checked by more than half the

factors !üere common to both groups.

cedural category--the separation of

Boa rd s
che cked

by more than half of both the teacher and board

Section II, for verbal description of factor or

7

7

o

6
o

^
5

5

5

5

(Teachers
che cked )

(6)
(6)

(rr)
(B)
(6)

(10 )
(6)

(i0)
(5)
(s)
(s)

(7)

teacher respondents, and thirteen

school board respondents. Four

Three of these fell into the pro-

the two parties during conciliation
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meetings, the issues in dispute being well defined by the parties before

conciliaËion meetíngs began, and the issues in dispute being dealt wiLh

in very specific terms; and one facLor \^ras in the economic category--

the contents of recently renegotiated collective agreements in surround:

ing school districts and divisions. Two other factors, Ëhough not the

same, were similar. The top-checked factor by teacher respondents, the

presence of a MTS staff officer at the conciliaEion meetings, v/as similar

to the top-checked factor by board respondents, the presence of a MAST

staff officer at the conciliation meetings. The MTS andfor MAST staff

officer'" tp-to-date informatj-on on teacher-school board negotiations,

checked by more than half of the teacher respondents, r¡ras very similar

to the MTS and/or MAST staff officer's knowledge of the contents of

other teacher-school boarrl collective agreements, checked by more than

half Lhe school board respondents. i^Ihile the remaining top-checked

factors and conditions were differerì.t for each group they were not

peculiar to each group. With the excepËion of Ëwo factors checked by

Ëeacher respondents--a desire Ëo reach a settlement and the belief that

the liabilities that might arise from going to conciliation outweighed

the benefits--all the top-checked factors and conditions were checked

by half of one group and by at least a third of the other group.

The top ten factors and conditions by weight of rankíngs ranked

by teacher and board respondents as assisting and/or influencing them in

reaching settlement at conciliation are presented in Table XVII. Of the

board respondent top-ranked factors, five were in the economic category,

two in the nature of arbitration category, two in the nature of concilí-

ation category, one in the soft human relations conciliation officer

category, and one in the staff officer category. The top-ranked teacher
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respondent factors fell into the same categories though the number in

each category varied slightly. Three factors r,{ere economic, three were

in the nature of arbitration category, two in the nature of conciliation

two in the tough human relations conciliation officer category, and one

in the staff officer category.

TABLE XVII

TOP TEN FACTORS AND CONDIT]ONS BY WEIGHT OF RANKINGS RANKED
BY TEACHERS AND BOARDS AS ASSISTING OR INFLUENCING THEM

IN REACHING SETTLEI"IENT

Factor or Teacher weight (Board
conditiona of rankings weight)

Teacher rankings

¿.+v,,

2.34;,
2.33
2.25
2.42
¿.o¿
2 "4L-:r
2.63
2 .7 7-:c

¿.JO

6B
59
55
36
32
JU
24
24
22
2L
2L

;kFactor in both Teacher and Board top ten.

asee Appendix C, Section II, for verbal description of factor or
condition.

(20)
(1s )
(r6 )
(0)
(2)
(0)
(2)

(1e )
(7)

(1s )
(2)

Factor or Board weight (Teacher
conditíona of rankings weight)

Board rankings

Five factors and conditions \^/ere common to both groups' top-

rankings. Two \¡rere economic--the cont.ents of recently renegoLiated

collective agreements in surrounding school districts and divísions,

and throughout the province; one r,,¡as j-n the nature of arbitration

category--the belief that a better .âqrêêmênt- nnrrld not be achieved

2.48
)24
2.39
2 "40,v
2.4Lt,
2.65
2.46
2.50
2 "34-:l
2.32;,
a 11-t.

37
28
20
20
L9
T9
l7
L7
16
15
r5

(r0)
(L7)
(16 )
(68 )
(?L\
(1s )
(20)
(7)

(se)
(2L)
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through arbLtration; one r^7as ín the nature of concíliation category--the

desire to reach a settlement; and one \^Ias in the staff officer category--

the l"tTS and/or MAST staff officerrs up-to-date informaËion on current

teacher-school board negotiations .

The other factors and conditions top-ranked by the teacher res-

pondents were ranked almost exclusively by them. These included the two

tough human relations conciliation officer factors--the conciliaËion

officerts genuine and active connêrn in l-rr¡ine f-o \^rork out a settlement,

and the conciliation officer's willingness and ability to sell one

committee's position to the other committee; one economic factor--recent

settlements in other teacher-school board conciliations: two nature of

arbitratíon factors--the 1íabitities that might arise from going to arbi-

tratíon outweighed the benefits and the fact that the parties had always

settled their own oroblems and did not v/ant an outside arbitration board

to decide the contents of their collective agreement; and one procedural

factor--the presence of a MTS staff officer at. the conciliatis¡ ¡naol-'ínoe

Two of the other top-ranked school board respondents' factors and condi-

tions received only one Ëeacher respondentsr ranking, and were thus

similarly ranked almost exclusively by board respondents. These included

t\nro economic factors--the general financial position of the school dis-

trict or division, whích was the highest ranked board factor, and the

level of support provided by the provincial government.

The four remaining top-ranked school board respondent factors

and condítions also received strong ranking support from teacher respon-

dents. The factors, one from each of the categories soft human relations
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conciliatíon officer, economic, naËure of arbítration, and nature of

conciliation, were respectively, the conciliation offÍcer's abílity to

inspire trust and confidence, recent changes in general economic condi-

tions, the best. agreement is always one that is concluded by the two

negotiating parties, and the other committee adopted a more realistic

position during conciliation and was willing Ëo compromise.

V. URBAN-RURAL RESPONSES COMPARED

All the factors and conditions listed in the survev question-

naire are listed in Table xvrrr, as are the number of urban and rural

TABLE XVIII

COMPARISON OF FACTORS AND CONDITIONS CHECKED BY URBAN AND
RURAL RESPONDENTS AS ASSISTING OR IMLUENCING THEM

IN REACHING SETTLEMENT BY NUMBER OF CHECKS, BY
NUMBER OF RANKINGS. AND BY WEIGHT OF RANKINGS

Factor or
conc1c]-0n

2.OL
2.02
2 "03
2.04
2.05
2.06
2.07
2 .08
2.09
2.L0
2.IL
2.L2
2.L3
2.L4
2.L5
2 "L6
2.L7
) 1R

2.L9
2.20

Total checks

Urban Rural

4

I
5

3

1

?

2

1

4
2

4
0
3

3

6

0
tr

o

2

2

6

0
3
4
c)
I
1

3

I

7

L1
U

o

3

6

TotaI rankínss

Urban Rural

0
0
U

I
0
0
U

U

0
U

0
0

I
2

0
1

0
U

I.T^a' ôL'f ^ç -^-1-i--^vYçrórrL v! r4!r^!!tóÞ

I
U

0
0
0

U

z
0
1

0
U

U

2

4
U

2

U

I

Urban Rural

0
0
U

1

0
0
0
0
0
U

0
U

0
0
2

4
U

Y

0
0

5

0
0
0
0
0
U

IB
7

U

5
U

0
0
v

L9
0
8

0
4



Factor or
cofro l-t 10n

2.2L
2.22
2-.23
2 "24
2.25
2.26
2.27
2.28
2.29
2 "30
2.3L
2.32

1 a./,

2.35
2.36
??7
2.38
2.39
2.40
2.4L
2.42
2.43
2 "44

2.46
') /,1
) /,e
t /,o

2.5L
2.52

? 55

2.56

2.58

2.60
2.6L

Total checks

TABLE XVIII- -Continued

Urban Rural

6

I
3

3

3

I
J

I
1

6

L

4

4
0
I
7
c

4
4
2

2

4
q

¿
1
J

J
tr

4
2

5

I

3

2
5

4

Total rankings

o

7

LO

L2

2
1I
q

^I
I
o

0
6
1

U

6

L1
7

1

2
,

q

1

2

0
(
J

I
?

?

0
5

J

Urban Rural

1

U

I
U

1

0
2

U

I
0
0
5

I
I
2

I
0
L

3
¿

4
I
U

2

1

I
q
L

Z

?

t
0
0
0
U

U

0
I
0

I

l.l^;^L+ ^ç -^^1..i^^^we !érr L ur r drrn!!ró Þ

U

4
6

3

1

t
6

U

I
5

4
8
0
4
0
0

2

4
0
2

3
¿
1

4

I
0
I
0
0
U

¿

0

0
I
I

Urban Rural

89

I
U

4

8

0

0
I

0
0

39
B

l0
11
10

0

l5
26

4
U

o

8

24
6

l1
ll
l5
I
U

U

0
0
0
0
2

0
0

5

0
0

L9
zo
t3

J

4
JO

0
?

35
28
6L

0
t3

0
U

t1
73
I7
26

U

10
20
t3

6

36
18

q

0
8
0
0
U

L2
U

20
0
3
,



Factor or
cond iLiona

2.62
2.63
2 "64

2.66
2.67
2 "68
2 "69
a -7^

2.7L
2.72
2.73
2.74

) 76

2.77
)7R
)74
2.80
)R1
)R)
2.83
2.84
? q5

Total checks

Urban Rural

TABLE XVIII- -Continued

4
6

I
4
2

4
4
U

I
I

I
2

4
o

4
q

I
4
5

0

2

ruLq! rdrrnlrfóù

2

6

2

3

I
5

4
1

I
1

2

2

J

¿

I
5
U

6

2

1

7

4

Urban Rural

3
2

U

3

0
I
t
0
1

|\J

U

U

0
0
1

0
I
U

I

0

1

trrreight of rankings

2

2

1

Z

0
I
1

I
0
0
0
I
2

2

I

0
z
\J

0
I
2
2

Urban Rura1

a^-See Appendix C, Section II, for verbal description of factor or
condition.

90

t3
L4

0
22

U

3

4
U
?J

0
0
0
U

0
TJ

tr

U

4
0
7

0
0

3

respondents who checked each factor or condition as being of assisËance

andfor influence in reaching agreement at conciliation, the number of

l3
15

2
L2

0
7

I
2

I

0
U

\,

ll
11

7

31
0
6

0
t5

U

o

L4
7

urban and rural respondents who ranked each factor or conditíon, and

the total weight of rankings for each factor or condition on the basis

of urban and rural respondent rankings.

Urban

êvnêñf eôltôñ

at least once.

respondents checked a1l listed factors and conditions,

at least once, and rural respondents checked all but eight

One factor \^7as not checked by either group
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Forty-síx factors and conditions received no rankings from urban

respondents, twenty-four received one ranking, seven received two, six

received three, one received four, and one factor received five urban

respondent rankings. Thirty-two factors and conditions r¡/ere not ranked

by rural respondents, seventeen factors were ranked once, sixteen factors

twice, seven factors three times, seven factors four times, two factors

five times, two factors six Ëimes, one facEor eight times, and one factor

nine tímes. Tiventy-six factors and conditions vrere not ranked by either

urban or rural resÞondents.

Table XIX compares the factors and conditions checked by more

than half the urban and rural respondents as assisting or Ínfluencing

them in rêâchÍns qcl- tl êmênt drrri-o ^^ñ^i l i¡¡i^- E-iai-,¡^^- Ea^+-1116 uurrLr!ldLrvlr. L!ó¡rLçsll !dLuùIS âOd

conditions \^7ere checked by more than half the urban respondents, and

eight were checked by more than half the rural respondents. Five factors

T¡Iere coûlmon to both groups. 0f these, four r¡rere procedural--the separa-

tion of the parties during conciliation meetings, the issues in díspute

being well defined by the committees before conciliation began, the

resolution of the issues in dispute by dealing with each in very specific

terms, and the presence of a tvlTS staff officer at the conciliation meet-

ings; and one \¡/as economic--the contents of recently renegotiated collec-

tive agreements in surrounding school districts and divísions. With the

exception of two of the t.op-checked factors checked by more than half

the urban respondents--the conciliation officer's abÍlity to understand

quickly the complexities of the issues in dispute, and the MTS andfor

MAST staff officer's ability to keep the situation calm and productive--

all factors and conditions checked by more than half of one group \^/ere



al so checked by at least a third of the other group.

TABLE XIX

FACTORS AND CONDITIONS CHECKED BY MORE THAN
HALF THE URBAN AND RURAL RESPONDENTS AS

ASSISTING OR INFLUENCING THEM IN
REACHING SETTLEMENT

Factor or Urbans
condiËiona checked

More than half urban checked

2.39
2.L6':(
2.20
2.2L;,
2.25t,
2.32
2.63
2.77
, o¿L

2.LB'k
2.40':,
2 "46)\)
? q5

2.60
17O,
2R?
2.84

7

6

6

o

6

6

6
5

5
5

5

5

5

q

Rura 1

che cked )

(6)
(1r )
(6)
(e)

(L2)
(8)
(6)
(6)
(6)
(e)

(r1 )
(s)
(s)
(3)
(s)
(s)
(2)
(7)

Ivlore Ehan half rural checked

Factor or
cond itiona

92

:'cFactor checked by more than half of both urban and rural
respondents .

2.2ï.
2.L6':,
? LO.!:

2.24
2 . 18't
) )1):
2.29
2.34

Rura 1s
che cked

aSee Appendix C, Section II, for verbal description of factor or
condition "

The top ten factors and conditions determined by weight of rank-

ings based on the ranks assigned by urban and rural respondents to factors

and conditions assisting andfor influencing them in reaching a settle-

ment during conciliation are listed in Table XX. The top-ranked urban

respondent factors f ell into f our c.q taøori es Six factors vlere in the

L2
l1
IL
!U

v
o

(Urban
checked )

(6)
(6)
I \t

(3)
¡ìl

(ol
(3)
(4)
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economic category, three were in the conciliation officer category--t\,,úo

tough human relations factors and one soft, two factors r¡rere in the

nature of arbitration category, and one in the nature of conciliation

category. The top-ranked rural respondent factors fel1 into six cate-

gories" As with the urban, the greatest number of f.actors, four, fell

into the economic category. Two factors were in each of the nature of

arbitration and nature of conciliation categories, and one in each of

the procedural, conciliation officer and staff officer categories.

IABLE XX

TOP TEN FACTORS AND CONDITIONS BY WEIGHT OF RANKINGS
RANKED BY URBAN AND RURAL RESPONDENTS AS ASSISTING

OR INFLUENCING THEM IN REACHING SETTLET"IENT

FacEor or Urban vieight (Rural
conditiona of rankings weight)

Urban rankings

2.32';.
2.4L
??q
2.46
2.65
2.40'k
2 "50
2.63
2.62
t /,o

2.4Ur
? ?q

39
26
LJ

24
J'

15
l5
L4
13
l1
tl
t1

:kFactor in both urban and rural respondentst Top Ten.

asee Appendix c, section rr, for verbal description of facror or
condition.

(3s)
(17 )
(r1 )
(i3 )
(L2)
(7 3)
(e)

(1s )
(13 )
(18 )
(?1,\

(0)

Factor or
conditiona

Rural rankings

Three factors were coinmon

Two were economic--the contents of

2.40;,
) ?/,

2.29
2.48-:ç
2 "32'r<
2.77
? ??

2.25
2.42
2.45
2.58

Rural weight (Urban
of rankings weight)

73
6L

-JO

JO

35
31
28
26
26
¿v
¿U

ri 5l
(10)
(e)

(11 )
(3e )
(s)
(8)
(8)
(4)
(8)
(2)

to the top-rankings of

recenËly renegotiated

l..^+l-' a-^,,^^uvLrr órvuPù.

collecËive agree-
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ments ín surrounding school dístricts and divisions, and the general

financial posiËion of the school district or division; and one was in

the nature of conciliation category--the desire to reach a settlement.

All the oËher factors and conditions top-ranked by the rural

respondents \^Iere ranked largely by them alone. Each of these factors

and conditions received only one rankíng from the urban respondents.

These included Ë\,Io nature of arbitration factors--the fact of always

settling their own problems and not wanting an outside arbitration board

to determine the contents of their collective agreement, and the belief

Ëhat a better agreement could not be achieved through arbitration; t\,'/o

economic factors--settlements reached in other teacher-school board con-

cíliations, and recent changes in the cost of living; one procedural

factor--the presence of a MTS staff officer at the concíliation meetings;

one nature of concilíation factor--the other committee \4ras more realistic

and wílling to compromise; one tough human realtions conciliation officer

factor--the conciliation officer's persistence in trying to get the

parties to settle; and one staff officer factor--up-to-date information

on current teacher-school board negotiatíons. Two of the other top-

ranked urban respondent.sr factors and conditions were ranked largely by

them alone as well " These included one nature of arbitralion factor--

going to arbitration might have an adverse affect on staff morale, which

was ranked exclusively by the urban group; and one economic factor--Lhe

level of financial support provided by the provincial government.

The seven remaining top-ranked urban respondent factors and

conditions also received substantial ranking support from the rural

respondents. Three of these factors were in the economíc category and
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r,'Iere the contents of recently renegotiated collective agreements in

school districts and divisions throughout the province, recent changes

in general economic conditions, and the general financial position of

the local municipalitv. Three factors were in the conciliation offÍcer

category--t\^ro tough human relations and one soft human reLations--and

were the conciliation officer's willingness and ability to sell one

committee's position to the other commiLtee, his genuine and active con-

cern in trying to work out a settlement, and his ability to inspire trus

and confidence. The remaining factor was in the nature of arbitration

category and was the believe that the best agreement is always one that

is concluded by the negotiating parties.

VI

Table XXI lísts all the factors and conditions listed in the

TABLE XXI

EXPERIENCED AND INEXPERIENCED RESPONSES COMPARED

CO}4PARISON OF FACTORS AND CONDITIONS CHECKED BY EXPERIENCED
AND INEXPERIENCED RESPONDENTS AS ASSISTING OR INFLIJENCING

THET{ IN REACHING SETTLE}{ENT BY NIJÏBER OF CHECKS , BY
NUMBER OF RANKINGS . AND BY I^IEIGHT OF RANKINGS

Factor or
cond it iona

2.OL
2.02
2.03
2.04
2.05
2.06
2.07
2.08
)oq

Total checks

Experi- Inexperi-
enced enced

4
I
2

J

0
3

2

J

Total rankings
'Experi- Inexperi-
enced enced

5

1

7

1
2

4
3

U

\,,

0
0
0
0
0
2

I

Weight of rankings

Experi- Inexperi-
enced enced

1

0
0
I
0
U

0
2

I

05
00
00
0l
00
00
00
6L2
t6



Factor or
conditíona

2.L0
2.LL
2.L2
2.L3
2.L4
2.t5
) 16

2.L7
2.LB
2 1A

2.20
2.2L
2.22
2)?
2.24

22^

2.29
2.30
2.3L
2.32
2.33
2.34

2.36
2.37
2.38
2.39
2.40
2.4t
2.42
2.43
2.44
2.45
2.46
2.47
2.48
) /,o

2.50
2.5L
2.52

Total checks

Experi- Inexperi-
enced enced

TABLE XXI--Contínued

L

o

0
J

O

1

0
a
,)

tr

o

U

1

1

U

4
1
!

6
.)

1

1

1

U

6

L1
R

tr

)

o
1

2

?

1

Total rankings

3

3

I

10
U

6

4
7
q

1
I

6

o

1l
5

¿

2

3
1
I

R

6

2

5

0
I
7

2

6

2

I

J

4
2

2

¿

6

Experi- Inexperí-
enced enced

Weight of rankings

Experi- Inexperi-
enced enced

vo

0
5
0
0
0
0

U

B

TJ

4
5

0
0

10
L6

2
?

0
37

U

3

27
L2
39
I

13
0
0

20
68
26
IJ

0
15
2B
l0
L2
29
L2
t7
I
8

U

0
0
0
0

11
1-7

0
9

0
0
I
U

4

l8
1l
I
4
B

U

0
47
24
32
10
.LU

U

-)

L6
¿v
L7
L7

\J

4
0

27
0

18
11LI

7

U



Factor or
conditiona

2.53
2 "s4
2 "55
2.56
2 .57
2.58
2.59
¿.ov
2.6L
2.62
¿.oJ
2 61,

2.65
2.66

2.68
2.69
2.70
2 "7L
2.72
2.73
2.74
2.75
2.16
2.77
2.78
2.79
2 .80
2.8L
2P'2
2.83
) RtL

2.85

Total checks

F'vnori - Tnavnori -

enced enced

TABLE XXI--Continued

4
0

J

3

2

I
4

3
6

0
?

n
L

6

2

0
0
I

a

0
I
Z

I
8
I
5

0
5
R

0
7

I

Total rankings

?

e

I

4
I
6

J

o

2
2

o

I
2

t'
U

J

?

q

)

cJ

2

L

)

Evnori - Tnaxnari -*__r-- - *__-_-r-- -
enced enced

U

0
U

¿

U

I
0
U

I

2

0
L

0
I
0
0
U

U

0
U

2

0
(
0
!

0
I
0
0
I
0

I,rTeight of rankings

Experi- Inexperi-
enced enced

U

U

U

J

0
I
I
2
?

I

U

I
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asee Appendix C, Section II, for verbal descríption of factor or
condition.

survey questionnaire, the number of respondents experienced in conciliation

and those inexperienced in conciliatíon who checked each factor or condi-

tion as being of assistance and/or influence in reaching agreement at



conciliation, the number of experienced and inexpeïienced respondents

who ranked each factor or conditíon- encl fho ror¿l weight of rankings

for each factor or condition by experienced and inexperienced respon-

dents.

ExperÍenced respondents checked all factors and conditions but

thirteen at least once. Inexperienced respondents checked a1l listed
factors and conditions except three at least once. One factor ¡üas nog

checked by either group.

Respondents experienced with conciliation ranked one factor

eight times, three factors five times^ fir¡e f:.tors four ti-mes, seven

factors three times, eleven factors twice, sixteen factors once, and

forty-two faclors not at all. Respondents inexperienced with concili-

ation ranked one factor six times and another five timese t\^ro factors

four times, twelve factors three times, eleven factors twice, t\.nrenEy-

three factors once, and thirty-five factors not at all. Neither group

ranked twenty-six factors and conditions at all.

Factors and conditions checked by more than half the experienced

and inexperienced respondents as assisting or influencing them in reach-

ing settlement are compared in Table XXII. More than half the exoeri-

enced respondents checked eleven factors, and more than half the inexperi-
enced checked severÌ factors or conditions. Only two factors T,{eïe common

to both groups, and these were both procedural factors--the separation

of the negotiating committees during the conciliation meetings, and the

Presence of a lvlTS staff officer at the conciliation meetings. However,

excepting t\'üo top-checked factors by experienced respondents which were

both in the economic category--the contents of recently renegotiated

9B
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collective agreements in school dísËricts or divisions throughout the

nror¡inne, end recent chanses ín local economic conditions--a11 factors

or conditions checked by more than half of one group of respondents i¿ere

also checked by at least a third of the oËher group.

TABLE XXII

FACTORS AND COND]TIONS CHECKED BY MORE THAN HALF THE

EXPERIENCED AND INEXPERIENCED RESPONDENTS AS

ASSISTING OR IMLUENCING THEM IN REACHING
SETTLF]I"IENT

More than half experienced
che cked

Factor or Experi-
condítiona enced

checked

2.40
) 1R

2.29
2.4L
2.77
2.L6sc
/ /4

2.25s<
2.34
2.47
2.84

tl
a

8

8

7

7

7

7

7

7

( Inexperi -
enced
checked )

:'cFaclor checked by more than half of both experienced and inex-
perienced respondents.

More than half inexperienced
checked

(s)
(6)
(4)
(3)
(4)

(10 )
(6)

(1r )
(o)
(3)
(s)

Factor or
aconq l_E 10n

asee Appendix C, Section II, for verbal description of factor or
condition.

Top ten factors and conditions by weight of rankings ranked by

the respondents experÍenced in conciliation and those inexperienced in

conciliation as assisting or influencing them in reaching settlement are

compared in Table XXIII. The top-ranked experienced respondent factors

2.25;,
2.L6:,
2.2L
2.32
2.04
2 "20
) 1,9

Inexperi
enced
che cked

l1
l0

q

R

7

7

7

(Experi-
enced
checked)

(7)
(7)
(6)
(6)
(4)
(s)
(o/
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i,/ere from four categories. Five factors came from the economíc category

two each from the nature of arbitration and the nature of conciliation

categories, and one from the staff officer category. Inexperienced

respondent top-ranked factors came from six categories. Three were

from the economic category, two from the nature of arbitration, ttr^/o

from the conciliation officer--one each from tough and soft human rela-

tions factors, and one each from the procedural, nature of conciliation

and staff officer caEegories.

TABLE XXIII

TOP TEN FACTORS AND CONDITIONS BY I^IEIGHT OF RANKINGS

RANKED BY EXPERIENCED AND INEXPERIENCED
RESPONDENTS AS ASSISTING OR INFLUENCING

THEM IN REACHING SETTLEMENT

Exper. (Inexperí-íactoÏ oI- - -.:l .-- , weight of encedcond]-tron* :rankings weight)

Experíenced rankings

2.40-k
2.34,r
2.29
2 .77
2.48';,
) ¿L\

2.3Tr
2.4L
t?o
2.50

68
?a
a1

??

29
28
27
26
20
L7

ten

(20)
(32)

(8)
(3)

(rB)
(0)

(47 )
(17 )
(r6)
(7)

InexPer.-tiacEor or---;:..--. weight of
conc lc]-0n ranK]-ngs

asee Appendix C, Section II, for verbal description of factor or
condition.

Inexperienced rankings

:kFactor in both experienced and inexperienced respondents' top

2.34;,
2.46
2 1,1,

2.65
2.40':,
2.25
2.48'k
2.63
2.8L

47
32
27
24
2L
20
l8
l8
l8
18

(Experi-
enced
r¡ai oh'-l

(27)
(3e )
(r0)
(L2)
(r3 )
(68)
(16 )
(29\
(11)
(4)
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Four factors \^rere common to the top-ranked factors of both groups.

Two of these \^rere economic--the contents of recently renegotiated collec-

tive agreements in surrounding school districts and divisions, and Ëhe

general fj-nancial position of the school dístrict or division; one \^Ias

in the nature of arbitration caLegoly--the belief that a better aglee-

ment could not be achieved through arbitration; and one was in the nature

of conciliaLion category--the desire to reach a settLement"

One factor from the top-ranked inexperienced respondentst

group--the I¡ITS andf or MAST staff officerrs active concern ín trying to

\^rork out a settlement; and three from the experienced respondents'group--

the MTS andfor MAST staff officerrs up-to-date information on current

teacher-school board negotiations, recent changes in the cost of living,

and the level of financial support provided by the provincial goveln-

ment; were ranked largely by Ëhe respective groups themselves.

Three of the remaining top-ranked experienced respondent factors

and conditions, and five of the remaining top-ranked inexperíenced res-

pondent factors and conditions also received strong ranking suPport

from the respondents of the other group. Of these eíght factors, tülo

were in the economic category--the contents of recently renegotiated

collective agreements in school distrícËs and divisions throughout the

province, and recent changes in general economic conditions; Ër¡Io hTere

in the nature of arbitrat.ion category--the best agreement is always one

concluded by the t\^Io negotiating parties, and the fact that the parties

always settLed their own problems and did not hTant an outside arbitra-

tion board to decide the contents of their collective agreement; t\üo

\"rere in the conciliation officer category--the conciliation officer's



genuine and active concern in

.4hiiitv to insnire tTust and

ciliation category--the other

tion during conciliation and

the procedural category--the

conciliation meetings .

L02

trying to work out a settlement, and hís

confidence; one was in the nature of con-

committee adopted a more realistic posi-

was willing to compromise; and one was j-n

presence of a l"iTS staff officer at the

Data derived from the responses of t.eacher and school board

negotiators to a survey questionnaire on factors and conditions that

assisted and/or influenced them in reaching settlement during concili-

ation was tabulated and presented in this chapter. The data was based

upon responses from 15 teacher and 9 school board negotiators which

represented an usable return of. 75% to the survey questionnaire. The

respondents vrere mosËly chairmen of their respecËive negotiating com-

mittees, came from five urban and ten rural areas, and \,Íere experienced

negotiators, half of whom had had no previous experience with concili-

ation.

VII. SUMMARY

The study involved fifteen conciliations. In most cases,

settlements r¡rere reached by the parties at one meeting which lasted

more than four hours and at which a concilíation officer \^ras present

and assisted the parties. The issues in dispute varied widely both in

number and in kind. lvlost conciliations, however, dealt with more than

four items in dispute involving mostly monetary changes of some form

or other.
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All the factors and conditions listed in the survey question-

naire \^rere presented four Ëimes ín separate tables which indicated the

response of the total number of respondents, of Ehe teacher and school

board respondents, of Ëhe urban and rural respondents, and of the res-

pondents experienced and inexperienced with conciliation. In each case,

the number of respondents checking and ranking each of Lhe factors and

conditions as being of assistance andfor influence in reaching setËle-

ment rvas tabulated. As well, and again in each case, the assigned rank-

ings were weighted and totalled so that each factor and condition

receíved a toËal weight of rankings.

The Lop-checked and the top-ranked factors and conditions

were determined for all the respondents and for the various types of

respondents from these general tables and were listed in eight other

separate tables " The data in these t.ables represented the findings

of this study and fulfilled the specific purpose of the study by

identifying factors and conditions teacher and school board negoLiators

perceived as having assisted and/or influenced them in resolving their

dispute and reaching agreement at conciliation. In addition, the data

provided a basis for determining whether the factors and conditions

perceived as having assisted and/or influenced settlement were sub-

stanËially the same for the various types of respondents to the survey.



The general purpose of this study l,/as to provide information on

the functioning of the conciliation process j-n Ëeacher-schooL board

collective bargaining in Manitoba. To achieve this purpose, the purpose

and the basis of the conciliation process \¡reïe examined both in general

terms and with specific reference to teacher-school board collective

bargaining. The legislated provisions for conciLiation services in

Manitoba r¡/ere considered in detail âs r¡7ê?ê ihe ¡¿ls¡e of their Õñê.1-A-

tion and their functioning. These hTere considered in the general setting

of the collective bargaining practices of Manitoba teachers and school

boards. The use and the effectiveness of conciliation in teacher-school

board negotiatj-ons r^rere reviewed for a six year period ending tn L969.

A review of the views expressed by various writers on conciliatíon and

íts conËributions to dispute resolution provided additional information

and understanding about the process, and provided the necessary back-

ground to the achievement of the specific purposes of this study.

The specific purposes of this study vüere to ídentify r.actors

and conditions perceived by teacher and school board negotiat.ors as

assisting andfor influencing them j-n reaching agreement at conciliation,

CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS

I. SUMMARY

and to determine whether these

the same for teacher and school

urban and rural areas. and for

factors and conditions were substanliallv

board negotiators, for negotiators from

experienced and inexperienced negoËiators.
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To achieve these purposes, a questionnaire was developed by the writer

and sent to the chairman (or member, if the chairman could not be con-

tacted) of each of the teacher and school board negotiating commí.ttees

involved in the sixteen conciliations that resulted ín an agreement in

L969 " The respondents \^Iere requested to identify assísting and/or

influencing factors and conditions from a supplied list of eighty-five

and to rank the ten most important. Respondents \,Iere also requested to

provide data on themselves and their conciliation, and to write-in any

additional assisting andfor influencing factors and conditions they

believed were omitted from the supplied list.

The data supplied by the respondents Ëo the survey vlas compiled,

analysed and presented in a series of tables. These tables provided

informatíon on the overall response to the survey; on the area, position,

and experience of the respondents; on the conciliations themselves--

the number and types of issues in dispute, the number and length of

conciliation meetings, and the stage agreement was reached; and on Ehe

factors and conditions perceived by the respondents as assisting andfor

influencing settlement at conciliation. The factors and conditions

\^zere presented for all respondents to the survey, and comparatively,

for teacher and school board respondenLs, urban and rural respondents,

and for experienced and inexperienced respondents. In all cases, when

considering each factor and condition, the total number of checks and

the total number of rankings assigned by the respondents were indicated.

As well, the weight of the rankings as determined by the invesËigator

was noled for each factor and conditíon.

The top-checked factors and condiLions for all respondents, and
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for the comparatíve groups, r¡rere noted and identified. In addition, the

top-ranked factors and conditions, determined on the basis of the weight

of rankings, hTere noted and ídentified. This latter identificatíon pro-

vided an order of importance to the perceived assisting andfor influenc-

íng factors and condítions.

Lastly, each of the listed factors and conditions was placed in

nna nf piqhf qeneral c.atesories which had been established by the inves-
e!õrre

tigator. By determíning the category-placement of the top-checked and

rop-ranked factors and conditions, the general importance of certain

types of factors and conditions in assisting andfor influencing settle-

ment \,Ias established and identified.

The findings of this study resulted from Lhe achievement of íts

specific purposes, and were derived from the data provided by the respon-

dents in Ëheir response to the survey questionnaire. This data was tabu-

lated, analysed, and presented in a series of t.ables which provided infor-

mation on Èhe response to the survey, the respondents, the conciliations

surveyed, and the factors and conditions perceíved as having assisted

andfor influenced settlement as indicated by all respondents, and compara-

t.ively, by teacher-school board, urban-rural, and experienced-inexperienced

respondents. The top-checked and top-ranked factors and conditions for

all respondents, and for the comparative groups were also identified.

The tables of Chapter V and their analyses thus represented the findings

of this studv.

II. FINDINGS



The factors and conditions perceived by teacher and school board

negotiators as havíng assísted andfor ínfluenced them in resolvíng theír

dispute and reaching agreement at conciliation were identified in Table

XI. The top-checked and top-ranked factors and conditions were deter-

mined and identified in Tables XII and XIII. Similar identification

r,^ras made comparatively for teacher and school board respondents, urban

and rural respondents, and experienced and inexperienced respondents ín

Tables XV to XXIII. llith this identification, the specific purpose of

this study \¡/as achieved.

The conclusions expressed in the following paragraphs and state-

ments were based upon and derived from these identifications. As this

study hTas restricted to teacher-school board negotiation disputes in

Manitoba that were successfully resolved at conciliation in 1969, the

same limitations apply to the conclusions.

III. CONCLUSIONS

L07

The most important factors and conditions assisting and/ot

iniluencing settlement at conciliation were economic factors. These

factors accounted for 36% of the top-ranked factors and conditions.

They indicated, in the following order of importance, the importance of

comparability, 1oca1 economíc conditions, general economic conditions,

cost of living changes, and the level of provincial government financial

support in the resolution of teacher-school board negotiation disputes.

The possibility of arbitration strongly influenced the resolu-

tion of negotiation disputes. Factors and conditions in the nalure of

arbitration category accounted for lB% of those top-ranked. The pressures
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of aïbitration \^/ere largely negative arising from the uncertainties of

what an award might bring, and atLitlldinal based upon a strong desire

by the parties for handling Eheir own affairs, and the belief that the

best agreemenË r^7as one concluded by the parties.

The conciliation officer assisted the partíes by becoming actively

ínvolved in trying to work out a settlement, by acËing as a spokesman,

by persistently pursuing settlement and by establishing a climate of

trust and confídence. Conciliation officer factors accounted for 1B% of

those top-ranked.

SLaff officers of MAST and lviTS complemented the role of the con-

ciliatíon officer and assisted the parties by providing expertise and

knowledge in current collective bargaining and, along with conciliation

officers, by taking an active role in trying to work out a settlement.

tn addition to the attít.udina1 pressures generated by the

possibílity of arbitration, a positive attilude on the parE of the

partíes towards settlement along with a realistíc assessmenË of the

situation and a willingness to compromise rüere highly rated as assist-

ing factors. The attitudes of the parties thus played an important role

in reachÍng settlement at conciliation.

Procedural factors, though not highly ranked, \^rere highly checked

by the respondents. The negotiating parties found that Ëhe presence of

staff officers from MTS and MAST, the separation of the parties during

conciliation, the conciliation officer's handling of the issues through

exploration, clarificatíon and specificity, the dispute being well defined

by the parties prior to conciliation, both parties believing conciliation

hTas necessary, and a clarification of the conciliation officer's role
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were of assistance in reachíng settlement. Though these factors were

not the kev factors jn attaininp âerêemenf- fhe oarties found them rzorv

hoi nfrrl

Factors and conditions perceived as having assisted andfor

influenced settlement vüere substantially the same for the three group-

ings considered, that is, for teacher-school board, urban-ruraL, and

experienced-inexperienced negotiators. Though, in all cases, there were

some variatíons in specifics and some differences in emphasis, when the

top-checked and the top-ranked factors and conditions and their category

placement \¡rere compared, the above concLusion T.^7as indicated.

IV. IMPLICATIONS

Though this study was restricted to teacher-school board nego-

tiation disputes that were successfully resolved at concíliation in 1969,

the factors and conditions identífied as having assisted andfor influenced

seLtlement appear to be more generally applicabLe. l'lany of the different

factors idenËified as contributing to the resolution of a negotiation

dispute corresponded to those suggested by many of the \,zriters revie\nied

in Chapter III. Most of the writers revierred r¡rere concerned with the

operation of conciliation in the private sector.

Settlement at conciliation was strongly influenced by economic

factors, the attitude of the parties (e.g., desire for settlement, best

agreement concluded by the parties), and the uncertainties of arbitration.

Should the parties view the economic factors dífferently and, at the

same time, modify their attitudes towards settlement and the responsi-

bi1jtv of conr-ludins ân apreement- success in resolvjns a disnute at con-, vgvççUU
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ciliation appears doubtful. It ís unlikely that resolution of a dispute

could be achieved on the strength of procedural factors and concÍliation

officer techniques a1one.

The strong influence of economic factors in the resolution of a

negotiation dispute suggests t.hat conciliation officers (and MAST and

IÍTS staff officers as well) should be familiar with current economic

factors and how Ëhese apply to the parties, in addition of course, to

being familiar with successful procedures and techniques.

V. RECOI,I4ENDATIONS

First, that portion of t.his study devoted to the ídentificaLion

of factors and conditions that assisted and influenced sett.lement at.

conciliation should be replicated for another year in which many Ëeacher-

school board negotiation dísputes \47ere successfully resolved at concili-

ation. Such a replication could Ëest the general applicability of the

identified factors and conditions to all teacher-school board concili-

ations in Manitoba. It could also substantiate whether these factors

\¡/ere essentially the same for teacher-school board. urban-rura1 and

experienced-inexperienced negotiators. There may be some doubt as to

the validity of the conclusion reached in this study because of the

limited size of the sample. rn addition, a replication in some form

should be made to test the general applicabiliry of the Ídentified

assisting and influencing factors and conditions to conciliations in

the private sector. In any replicaËion however, some modifications to

the survey questionnaire based upon the findings of this st.udy should be

Two recommendations flow from these implications.



considered.

Second, a study of teacher-school board concíliations in Manitoba

in a year where many failed to resolve a negotíation dispute should be

made. Such a study would be a further Lest of tho sênêrâl rnnlicabilíty

of the identified facËors and conditions. More importantly however, a

sludy which v¡ould analyse and identify the reasons why a dispute failed

to resolve at conciliation would greaLly contribute to improving the

effectiveness of the conciliation process. Such an analysís could be

based upon the factors and conditions identifíed by this study.
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I am currently working on a Master's thesis under the direction

of Dr. H. E. May of the University of Manítoba on factors and conditions

which assist or influence teacher-school board negotiators in reaching

settlement during concilíation. Very few studies have been made of the

conciliation process in general, and to my knowledge, no studies have

been made of teacher-school board conciliations. I have discussed my

sËudy and questionnaire with members and staff of the Teachers' Society

and the TrusË.ees'Assocíation, with the Department of Labourts concilia-

tíon officers and with staff of Ëhe Faculty of Education. All believe

that the study should be of some interest and benefit to those involved

in collective bargaining. Hornrever, to complete my study I need your

help.

My study is limited to conciliations involving school districts

and divisions in Manitoba for L969 collective agreements. L969 was

chosen because it is the latesË year for which all teacher-school board

negotiations are complete. Since your cornmittee reached agreement on

your 1969 collective agreement during conciliation, I would apprecÍate

your assistance in supplying the information requested by the accompany-

ing questionnaire on factors and conditions you believe assisted and

COVERING LETTER REQUESTING

RESPONDENT I S ASSISTANCE

APPENDIX A

August 20, L970
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influenced you. All districts and divisions, and persons responding to

this questionnaire, will be held in confidence throughout my Ëhesis.

trrlhatever idenËification is necessary will be done by means of a code

letter. (Vou wíll note a code letter has been assigned Eo your question-

naire. )

Accompanying this letter is a questíonnaire and a self-addressed

return envelope. Although the questionnaire appears long it should take

about 20 minutes to complete. The same questionnaire has been sent to

a representative of each of the teacher and board committees involved

in conciliation last year. As only 32 committees T¡Iere invoLved I will

need a reply to all or most of the questionnaires in order to draw

significant conclusions. I hope you will be able to assist me by com-

pleting the enclosed questíonnaire and returning it to me as soon as

possible.

If you wish I will send you a suÍìmary of the findíngs and con-

clusions once the study is completed. Space has been provided on the

last page of the questionnaire to indicate whether you r^7ant such a

summary.

Thank you in advance for your time and co-operation.



A month ago I sent you a lelter asking your help in supplying

data for a study I am conducting under the direction of Dr. H. E. May

of the UniversÍty of Manitoba on factors and conditions that assist or

influence parties in reaching sett.lement. during conciliation. I reaLize

that my request \,üas made at a tíme when you were líkely very busy, for

the end of summer and the beginning of a new school term are generally

busy times for everyone. Understandably, you may have put my letter

and questionnaire aside and then forgotten it. If this is the case,

consider this letter a reminder. I still need the data you can supply

by responding to my questionnaire, and would appreciate your assistance

as soon as possible.

If for any reason, you find that you cannot complete the question-

naire, return it to me anyhTay ín the stamped return envelope supplied.

As I have restricted myself to one response from each teacher and school

board committee involved in conciliation Ln L969, I need the question-

naire I sent you so that I may seek the assistance of some other member

of the committee involved.

Thank you for your consideration.

APPENDIX B

FOLLOI^I-UP LETTER

September 2L, 7970



{PPEI\DIX C

FACTORS AND CONDITIONS THAT ASSIST AND/OR

INFLUENCE SETTLEMENT DURING CONCILIATION

INTRODUCTION

This questionnaire is designed to obtain information from

Ëeacher and school board negotiators in Manitoba concerning the facËors

and conditions that they believe assisËed and.for influenced them in

reaching seËtlemenË during coneiliation. Information is being sought

from those districËs and divisions where final agreemenË on the contents

of their 1969 cotlective agreement was reached Ëhrough conciliation.

The survey is límited to L969 because it is the latest year for which

all teacher-school board negotiations are complete. The information

received from this survey will be used in a lvlaster's thesis which hopes

to identify factors that influence seËtlemenË in teacher-school board

conciliations. As a member of the 1968-69 negotiating commi.tteer you

are asked to assist in identifying these factors by providing the infor-

mation requested in this quesËionnaire.

specific instructions appear at the beginning of each section

of the questionnaire. Completion of the entire questionnaire should

Ëake approximately 20 minutes. your open, frank and prompt ïesponse

to this questionnaire would be greatly appreciated. Thank you in

advance for your co-operaËion and assisËance.



Please compleËe the followÍng statements by checking the appro-

priate response in the space provided 
"

1. My position on the committee that negotiated the L969 colTective

agreement was that of

_ a) chairman of the negotiating committee.

b) member of the negotiatíng committee.

l4y experience with teacher-school board negotiations before negotí-

ating for the 1969 collective agreement \,ras

a) 0 years.

SECTION I

3. My experience with conciliation before the one involving the 1969

collectíve agreement was

a) none.

b) I or more years.

l!

IIO

The number of meetines held wíth the conciliation officer in the

concíliation involving our 1969 collectíve agreemenL \^ras

a) I meeting.

b) I or more nrevious conciliations.-/

5. The average length of the conciliation meeting(s) in the conciliation

involving our 1969 collective agreement \^ras

_ a) 4 hours or less.

_ b) more than 4 hours but less than B hours.

c) 8 hours or more.

b) 2 or more meetings.



6 Agreement \,Ías reached on our L969 collective agreement

_ a) at a meeting aË which the conciliation officer \.^ras present.

b) with the assistance of a conciliation officer but after

all conciliation meet.ings were held.

by the teacher and school board committees themselves after

all conciliation meetings were held.

by the teacher and school board commitËees themselves

with the assistance of Teachersr Society and/or Trusteest

Association staff afËer all conciliation meetinss were

held.

c\

The following is a list of factors and conditions that can

operate during concíliation. Many of them may have been operative

during your conciliation. Some of the factors and conditíons operatÍng

during your conciliation may have assisted andfor ínfluenced you in

reaching settlement while others did not. Please read the list and

LL7

check (in the space provided) only those items you believe assísted

and/or influenced you in some way in reaching agreement during concili-

SECTION II

ation. (Try to avoid checking items on the basis of what you think ought

to have helped you. You mighr find it helpful as you read the following

list to ask yourself the question--Did this item assist or influence us

in any way in coming to a settlement?)

2.0L The first concíliation meeting took place a short time

(within one month) after the last negotiaËing meeEing.
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2.02 The fírst concílj-ation meeting took place a long Ëime (more

than one month) after the last negotíating meeting.

2.03 Conciliation meetings were held during the school day.

2.04 Conciliation meetings \¡/ere held during the afternoon and/or

evening.

2.05 Conciliation meetings v/ere held at night.

2.06 Conciliation meetinss lasted less than 4

2.07 Conciliation meetinss lasted between 4 to

2.08 Conciliation meetings lasted longer than

2.09 0n1y one conciliation meeting was held.

2.L0 No limitation was placed upon the number

meetinss held.

2.LL Conciliation meetirrgs \,üere held only as long as the concili-

aËion offícer believed there existed some possibility of

reachins settlement.

2.L2 The time between conciliation meeLings r¡/as one week or less.

2.L3 The time between conciliation meetings \^/as more than one

week.

hour s .

8 hours.

B hours.

) 1L Conciliation

believed that

necessary.

Conciliation

believed that

ñêôêeatr\7

2.L5

of conciliation

resulted because one of the negotiating parËies

the assistance of a conciliation officer was

resuLted because both

the assistance of a

negotiating parties

conciliation offícer r¡ras
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2.L6 The conciliatíon officer kept the two negotiating committees

separated during the conciliation meeËíngs.

2.L7 The conciliation officer met with the two negotiating

committees jointly during the conciliation meetings.

2.LB The issues j.n dispute were well defined by the negotiating

committees before conciliation meetings began.

2.L9 Time was spent during the first conciliation maatino in

defining and clarifying the issues in dispute.

2.20 Tíme was spent during the firsË conciliation meeting in

exploring and clarifying the last position of both negoti-

ating committees on all the issues in dispute.

2.2L The issues in dispute rüere resolved by dealing with each in

very specific terms.

2.22 The issues in dispute \^/ere resolved by dealing v/ith each in

broad general terms.

2,23 Time was spent during the first conciliation meeting in

clari fwins the role of Ëhe concíliaËion officer.

2.24 A staff officer from the Trusteesr Association Central Office

lüas present at the concí1iatÍon meetings.

2.25 A staff officer from the Teachersr Societv Central Office

v/as present at the conciliation meetings.

2.26 Conciliatíon provided the last chance to alter the contents

of our collective agreement ourselves.

2.27 Conciliation provided the opportunity to reassess our position

in light of the most current information.
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2.28 clarification of the issues in dispute enabled us to better

understand the other committeets Þosition.

2.29 The other committee adopted a more realistic position during

conciliation and was willíng to compromise.

2"30 Our committee adopted a more realistic position during con-

ciliation and was willing to compromise.

2.3L conciliation provided the opportunity to alter our position

without 'rlos ing face'r .

2.32 tr^/e wanted to reach a settlement.

2.33 Inie had always settled our own problems and did not \n/arit an

outside arbitration board to decide the contents of our

collective agreement.

2.34 l^le did not thínk we could get a better agreement through

an arbitration award.

2.35 Going to arbitration might have an adverse effect on staff

mora le .

2.36 The liabilities thar mighr arise from going to arbitraEion

outweighed the benefits.

2.37 We were afraid to go to arbitration.

2.38 Arbitration boards tend to put off rather than to resolve

major problems.

2.39 The best agreement is always one that is concluded by the

t\,/o negotiating parLies .

2.40 The contents of recently renegot.iated collective agreements

in surroundíng school dístricts and divisions.
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2.4L The contents of recently renegotíated collectíve agreements

in school districts and divisions throughouE the province.

2.42 Settlements recentlv reached in other teacher-school board

conciliations.

2"43 The contents of teacher-school board collective agreements

in other provinces.

2"44 The level of settlements recently reached by other employee-

employer groups negotiating in Ëhe province.

2.45 RecenE changes in the cost of livíng.

2.46 Recent changes in general economic condítions.

2.47 Recent changes in local economic conditíons.

2.L8 The Eeneral financial nosítÍon of the school district or

divi s ion .

2.49 The general financial position of the local munícipality(s).

2.50 The level of financial support provided by the provincial

oô1rêrnñên I

2.5L Recent. changes ín the financial support provided by the

provincial government .

2.52 The conciliation officer's general knowledge of the collec-

f irza h¡ro:'o*rn]-ng process.

2"53 The conciliation officer's knowledge of teacher-school

board collective bargaining.

2.54 The conciliation officer's knowledge of current information

on negotiations in both the private and public sectors.

2.55 The conciliaËion officerts ability to understand quickly

the complexities of the issues in dispute.
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2.56 The conciliaËion officer's originality in suggesting possible

compromises.

2.57 The concíliation officerrs ability to clarify the issues in

dispute.

2.58 The conciliation officer's persistence in trying to get us

to settle 
"

2.59 The concíliation officer 's persuasi,ru.rà"" .

2.60 The conciliation officer's patience.

2.6L The conciliation officerts ability to understand our point

of view.

2.62 The conciliaËion officerrs willingness and ability to sell

our position to the other commiËtee.

2.63 The conciliation officer's genuine and active concern in

trying to work out a settlemenË.

2.64 The concilíation officer's ability to remain detached and

to let the parËies work out their own settlement.

2.65 The conciliation officerrs abilitv to insoire trust and

confidence.

2.66 The conciliation officerrs friendliness and sense of humor.

2.67 The conciliation officerrs impartiality.

2.68 The conciliation officer's abilitv to remain unruffled

throughout the concilialis¡ maet-inoe

2.69 The conciliation officer conËinually pressured us to settle.

2.70 SËrong local communiËy forces put pressure on us to settle.



2"7L To remain competitive with other school districts and

divisions in holding and attracting staff we had Ëo settle.

2.72 Our provincial organlzation wanËed us to reach a settlement.

2"73 The number of negotiation and conciliation meetings \,roïe us

down to settlement.

2"74 [nle had spent enough time on this round of negotiations and

did not want to devote any more time to them.

2,75 A settlement i¡/as in the besË interests of the children of

our schools.

2.76 The Trustees' and/or Teachers' staff officerrs seneral

knowledge of collective bargaining and the conciliation

process.

2"77 The Trustees' and/or Teachers' staff officerts up-to-date

information on current Ëeacher-school board negotiations.

2"78 The Trustees' and/or Teachers' staff offieer's knowledge of

negotiations in both the private and public sectors.

2"79 The Trustees' and/or Teachersr staff officer's understand-

ing of the issues in dispute.

L23

2.80 The Trustees' and/or Teachers' staff officerts originality

of ideas.

2"BL The Trustees' and/or Teachersr staff officerrs active

concern in trying to work out a settlement.

2.82 The Trustees' and/or Teachersr staff officer's ability to

keep the situation calm and productive.

2"83 The Trust.ees' and/or Teachers' staff officer convinced us

to settle 
"
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2.84 The Trustees' and/or Teachersr staff officer's knowledge of

the contents of other teacher-school board collective agree-

ments.

2.85 The Trustees' and/or Teachersr staff officerrs suggestions

in timing and content changes in our position"

SECTION III

Section II may have omitted some factors and conditions which

assisted andfor ínfluenced you in reaching agreement during conciliaËion

If this is so, please write out in the spaces provided any other factors

and conditíons which you believe assísted and/or influenced you in

reaching agreemenË.

3 .01

J.V¿

3 .03

3.04

3 .05

J "UO

3.07

(Use additional paper if necessary.)



From the factors and conditions vou checked in Section II and

those you may have listed in Section III pick the 10 factors and condi-

tions you believe r¡rere Lhe most important ín assisting and influencing

you in reaching your decision to settle during conciliation " Rank the

10 factors and condítions you picked in their order of importance from

1 to 10, with number 1 the most imporËant factor or condition assisting

or influencing you, number 2 the next most important, and so on to

number 10. Enter the number of each factor and condition you picked

from Section II to Section III nexL to the rank you gave it ín the

space provided for the number in the table below.

SECTION IV

Rank of Factor or Condition

l. (The most important)

2" (The second most important)

3. (The third)

L25

5. (The fifth)

(The fourth)

6. (The sixth)

7 (TL'o serzpn fh IvvLLe../

B. (The eighth)

9 " (The ninth)

10. (The tenth)

Comments (if any):

Number of Item in Section II or III
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